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INTERNATIONAL LAW IN A GLOBAL AGE

Anyone approaching a systematic study of international law
for the first time is bound to be struck with a feeling that
there is precious little coherence or concreteness in the
subject. This reaction is reinforced by the popular and
not totally unreasonable attitude that the failures of
international law far outweigh its successes and that the
experiences of two major wars and a myriad of smaller ones
have shown the bankruptcy of the notion for all time.

Another cause of this reaction may come from the expectation
that international law should somehow mirror the logic of
national/domestic legal systems. When one finds a lack of
consensus or ultimate authority in the international context,
it is tempting to dismiss the whole field as chimera.

Neither of these bases, however, should discourage or demean
the study of international law. Although international law
has often failed in preventing wars or acts of international
terrorism, neither do domestic laws prevent murders or
kidnapping. In addition, international law and its processes
have been very effective over the years in the resolution of
countless disputes among nations, regional entities, organi-
zations, businesses, and individuals. True, most of these
successes have been in areas not infected by virulent and
conflicting national policies, but they are significant
nonetheless and have added a measure of stability and
predictability to a very complex and strife-torn world.

A comparison of international law to national/domestic law
must be made in an even-handed and not overly inclusive
manner. International law never has and perhaps never will
achieve the cohesiveness of national systems because it is
extremely difficult to achieve the same level of consensus
and consent which characterizes domestic law in the inter-
national arena. However, it is true that domestic legal
systems and law reflect the society in which they evolved,
the same may be said about international law. When one
considers the numbing array of conflicting values, interests,
and experiences which shaped the perspectives of the many
human actors on this globe, it is not surprising that there
is so little agreement and so much suspicion in regard to
the establishment of a world order with ultimate judicial
and executive perogative.
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That international law reflects the international system
raises another fundamental point. Since the international
arena is constantly in transition and flux, politically and
economically, the same can be said of international law. The
dynamic nature of law in this context has been demonstrated
many times in world history. For example, with the break-up
of the Roman Empire much of the practical application of jus
entium (a sort of private international law practiced
t roug out the Empire) came to an end even though it con-
tinued to have impact on the legal writers of the Middle
Ages. When Europe's dominance decayed after the two world
wars, the traditionally Western nature and presumptions of
international law were challenged by members of the emerging
Third World. This dynamism has by no means ended and if
anything has accelerated.

Admittedly, these factors and forces made international law
seem extremely amorphous. It becomes more so when one tries
to arrive at a consensus definition of international law.
While Western minds tend to agree (even here there are
several schools of thought) on a definition, scholars in other
countries would have serious disagreements. For example,
the Chinese maintain that there are in reality two distinct
systems of international law one which has reference to
sociaiist States in their inter-relationships and one which
applies to interactions with capitalist States.

The working definition we have chosen for the purposes of this
Teacher Handbook is of Western origin:

International law is a body of generally accepted
principles and rules regulating or controlling
the conduct of nation-statesi individuals, and
international organizations.'

The reasons this definition was selected are two-fold:

First, the definition contains the notion that international
law is inextricably bound with international relations and
politics. Only by exploring the connections between and
the influences of politics on international law is it
possible to come to any real understanding of the scope and
limits of international law as it exists today.

1
Carlton Rodee, Totton Anderson, Carl Christol, Thomas
Green, Introduction to Political Science, (McGraw-Hill,
Third Edition).
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Secondly, the definition is not restrictive as to the actors
and prime movers in the realm of international law and
includes international organizations and citizens. Given
the number and diversity of international actors in the
global age, it is important to recognize the impact and
contributions of world bodies, regional entities, trans-
national corporations, special interest groups as well as
traditional nation-states.

This Handbook is an attempt to provide teachers with a tool
that reflects current thinking about international relations.
Each Perspective presents an important idea and offers a
variety of existing curriculum materials that expand upon
that idea. Perspective I presents the idea that we are
now living in an age in which there are a myriad of links
between people, places, organizations, products and ideas.
Our interconnectedness creates the environment in which
the international legal system must operate. Perspective II
presents the idea that even though the world's people are
interdependent, we are also diverse. Conflicting beliefs,
customs and laws are also a part of the environmental context
of international law. Perspective III introduces the many
actors in the international system, not just the familiar
officials representing nation-states, but also international
organizations, non-governmental organizations, subnational
groups and individuals, all of which have an impact on
international law. Perspective IV presents the idea that
throughout human history there have been attempts to order
human affairs on an international or regional basis.
International law reflects these varying political arrangements.
Perspective V presents the idea that conflict is a constant in
human history and managing international conflict is an
important role for the international legal system.

9
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THE PERSPECTIVES

I. GLOBAL LINKS: Focus on the meaning of citizenship
in a global age, an exploration of the relation-
ship between the individual and the international
system. Included in this Perspective is a focus
on economic, political, ethnic, and religious
ties. Also included is an examination of some of
the pressing global problems and the potential of
international law as a force binding it together.

II. CULTURAL CONTRASTS: Focus on historical and con-
temporary cases of contrasting customs and laws.
Included in this Perspective is a wide range of
cultural viewpoints on the nature of international
human rights.

III. ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS: An examination of the
actors on the international stage, including
nation-states, multi-national corporations,
regional organizations, such as OAS, and non-
governm,mtal organizations. Relationships will
be explored in terms of treaty making, negotia-
tions and policy making.

IV. INTERNATIONAL ORDER: An historical view of various
models of world order, law and government, and the
problems inherent in such attempts in a world
characterized by sovereign nation-states and vary-
ing cultural perspectives.

V. CONFLICT: A conceptual approach focusing on law
and other strategies for conflict management in
the international arena. Case studies will in-
clude failures and successes of such strategies
as negotiation, arbitration, adjudication and
minimizing the use of force.



USING THE MATERIALS

The purpose of these materials is two-fold. First, it contains a frame-

work for teaching about international law in a global age. The main

ideas are presented in Five Perspectives and these ideas become more de-

tailed in each of the Lesson Plans included within a Perspective. Sec-

ondly, the handbook uses existing curriculum materials from a variety of

social studies disciplines to demonstrate ways in which these ideas can

De taught to high school students.

Thus, the handbook is not targeted for one particular grade level or one

particular course. Teachers of United States History, World History,

Cultural Geography, Economics, Contemporary Problems, and International

Relations will all find useful ideas and activities in the handbook. The

Federal grant which supported the development of these materials specified

the use of existing curriculum materials, thus the reading levels will

vary depending on the source from which the reading or activity was drawn.

Very few student materials are available with a relatively easy reading

level when the subject matter is international law or international re-

lations. But there are many ways to communicate the major ideas presented

In this handbook, and our selection of student materials is designed to

provide examples of how this might be done, not to offer the single best

way of teaching a particular course or a particular group of students.

Neither should this handbook or the accompanying student materials be con-

sidered an end in themselves. They are merely intended to provide a

sound organizational framework for approaching issues of law and politics

from a global perspective.

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

This curriculum consists of two components:

1.) A teacher's handbook

2.) A class set of student materials (thirty-five

readings and activities.

Both are organized according to the Five Perspectives.

handbook each perspective has:

1.) An Introduction

2.) An Overview section, which provides a content

copies) containing

In the teacher's

overview of and



suggestions for teaching the perspective

3.) Lesson Plans including a statement of purpose, teacher opera-

tions, and necessary teacher background materials which serve

as a basis for lectures, discussions, and/or activities. In

addition, references are made to relevant readings in the

student book.

The Overview section is designed to give teachers a working knowledge of

the content necessary for teaching a given Perspective. There, you will

find definitions of necessary terms and concepts, descriptions of each

of the Lesson Plans presented in sequence, and suggestions concerning

the use of the various Lesson Plans in traditional social studies courses.

A typical Lesson Plan is divided into three sections:

1.) An Introduction which usually provides students with relevant

concept-building activities

2.) A Development section which expands the focus through the use

of case study and discussion

3.) An Application section in which students participate in indivi-

dual writing assignments, group work, role-playing, or simula-

tions.

The time frame for teaching a Lesson Plan varies depending on how many

of the various activities the teacher wishes to employ.

Tne Student Book is also organized by Perspective and the readings are

in order called for in the Lesson Plans. Each piece follows the rele-

vant teaching operation and is clearly designated in the teacher's in-

structions. As such, before using a Lesson Plan or activity, it is im-

portant to review the teacher's instructions.

The materials presented in both the Student Book and the Teacher's Hand-

book are not intended to be exhaustive. In some cases they will have to

be modified or added to according to student level and sophistication.

Additional or supplementary material can be identified from course texts,

newspapers, library resourses, and news magazines. The teacher may wish

to keep a clipping file organized by Perspective as a ready resource when

using the handbook. As with all educational materials, it is the imagi-

nation and resourcefulness of individual teachers that contributes most

to student learning.
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GUIDELINES FOR GLOBAL RESOURCE EXPERTS IN THE CLASSROOM

Resource experts should not be considered "an extra", but rather
an intrinsic part of International Law in a Global Age. They
provide living experiences for studentsEUTa-gTantive
information to complement course content. In the past, CRF staff
and participating project teachers have found representatives
from the community to be enthusiastic and their participation
has enhanced the educational program.

UTILIZATION OF RESOURCE EXPERTS IN THE CLASSROOM

To make a resource presentation as meaningful and as valuable
as possible, the process requires planning, follow-up and
the skillful use of certain teaching techniques.

Planning:

1. To the extent possible, involve students in planning
for a resource presentation.

2. Clearly identify the goals and objectives for the
speaker. Only then can the guest presentation
extend upon and complement the planned course of
study.

3. Use resource speakers to arouse student interest.
The presentation can serve as a springboard for
collecting information during use of the Perspective,
culminate the Perspective's activities, and parti-
cipate in or debrief.

Making Arrangements:

1. Contact the resource person.

2. When speaking with the resource expert, be sure to
include the following information:

o Explain the project: Briefly indicate
goals, objectives, and the extent of the
guest's presentation and any additional
information which would be helpful for
the resource person to best meet the
needs of the class (the unit of study in
which the class is engaged, the work
already done, planned follow-up activity,
etc.).

Describe the students: Indicate the
approximate number of studen :s who will
be present for the presentation. Include
information such as the age and achieve-
ment level of the students.

xil 3



Request specific dates: When selecting
dates, allot sufficient time (two or
three weeks in advance). Suggest two or
three alternative dates from which the
resource person can choose. If a resource
is not available, the class should search
out other resource experts who can make
the most worthwhile contribution to that
particular curriculum unit.

Since a guest speaker sets aside time from
his or her work schedule, the speaker's
program should not be postponed unless
absolutely necessary. Before you contact
the speaker, make sure the dates and times
selected do not conflict with other school
programs (check with the principal or other
persons responsible for the activities
calendar) and that the required facilities
and equipment for the resource program will
be available.

It is suggested that teachers make carbon
copies of their request to help them in
future planning and sharing with other
teachers.

Additional information for resource experts:
After agreeing upon a specific time and
date, be sure the resource expert has the
correct address, directions or transporta-
tion information, and is aware of the
parking facilities available. The resource
expert should also know the exact length
of time for the presentation.

3. Confirm the visit. When arrangements have been
finalized, the confirmation should be sent to the
principal, the resource guest, and any other appro-
priate personnel.

PREPARING FOR A RESOURCE EXPERT'S VISIT

1. Prepare the class for the guest presentation by dis-
cussing the purpose of the visit and by giving the
class some basic information doout the speaker. Also,
link the visit with what they have been studying.
Post the name of the speaker on the board a day or
two prior to the presentation.

14



2. Have the class prepare thoughtful questiors to ask
the resource expert.

3. Review with the students any methods (other than
lecture or question and answer) that will be employed
when the resource visits the classroom. The following
are more specific suggestions for the use of the
resource experts:

Class Activities:

To introduce or debrief a simulation game.

To lead a socratic discussion.

To serve as moderator in a debate or panel
discussion.

To share expertise on
case study.

issues surrounding a

4. Establish a system for maintaining records of class-
room speakers, i.e., a speaker record with name,
agency, date of presentation, telephone number, and
type of session.

Arrival of Resource Expert and Presentation

1. Arrival: Resource guests should be instructed to go
to the office when arriving in the building. Make
arrangements for a student to greet the guest in the
office and escort him/her to the place of the pre-
sentation. If the guest reports directly to your
room, immediately inform the office that he/she has
arrived.

2. Introduction: A proper introduction of the guest to
the audience is extremely important. A brief state-
ment concerning the guest's background and expertise
helps to prepare the students for the experience and
makes the guest aware of the importance placed on his/
her visit. (The teacher may obtain this information
from the guest in a short conversation before the
start of the program.)

15



3. Time Limits: Frequently, the guest has another
commitment to keep. It is best to end the program
within the time scheduled unless the resource expert
clearly indicates otherwise. Some speakers will say
to the teacher, "How much time do we have?" Taken
Iy surprise, and meaning to be polite, teachers
often say, "It doesn't matter. Take all the time
you need." Instead, the answer should be specific,
reflecting the grade level, maturity and attention
span of the class.

4. Teacher Responsibilities: The teacher should be in
attendance during the entire presentation. The re-
source expert is not responsible for class management.
It is equally important that the teacher not attend
to other matters during the presentation unless there
is an emergency.

Most resource experts are not trained teachers. It
is necessary, at times, for the teacher to give
direction to the speaker by using appropriate
questions or other clues so the speaker can more
effectively communicate in the area the class desires.

S. Closing: Leave sufficient time for summary and to
thank the guest.

FOLLOW-UP

1. Have the students report on the experience.

2. Thank you letters from students and/or teachers provide
guest speakers with a particular satisfaction and
offer an excellent language-arts experience for
students.

3. Discussions of Activities:

Invite speakers on differing points of view.

Conduct research and/or develop learning
packets based upon information gained from
resource experts.

Field experience Visit the resource
expert on-the-job.

Try to apply information received by one
resource person in debriefing the presenta-
tion of another.

16
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COMPILE A TEACHER RESOURCE DIRECTORY

In order to facilitate the use of resource experts in the
classroom, it is recommended that you compile a resource
directory. The following form can be duplicated and each
resource person who visitsyour class can complete the form.

As the semester progresses, it is important that you update
your files on the resources available to your program. It is
strongly recommended that the teachers periodically meet to
discuss the resource experts used in the classrooms, as well
as to share any new guest speakers who are willing to
participate in your Global Education Program.

RESOURCE EXPERT INFORMATION FORM

Name of Organization

Address

Liaison or Contact Person

Position

Convenient Times to Call

Telphone Number

RESOURCE ORGANIZATION CAN PROVIDE:

Speakers (please list subjects):

Demonstrations (please check):

Customs Procedure
Immigration Procedure
Environmental Impact Charts
& Graphs

Other (please list)

Policy Discussion
Mock Hearing
Case Studies

Brochures and/or handouts available (please list)

Displays (please list)

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN TO:

xv
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The following is a partial list of community resources which
can be used in the program:

World Affairs Councils
Red Cross
Foreign Consulates
World Council of Churches
Labor Organizations
International Translation Services
Bureau of International Commerce
Peace Corps
U.S. Military & Soldiers
Banking & Financial Institutions
Port & Harbor Authorities
International Science & Research
Multinational Corporations
Stock Exchanges
Transnational Corporations
Environmental Organizations
Rotary International
Universities & Colleges
International Chamber of Commerce
Federal Courts
Museums & Libraries
Law Firms
Amnesty International
Immigration Authorities
Foreign Food Restaurants
Immigrants & Refugees
UNICEF
Importers
Foreign Student Bureaus
Travel Bureaus & Agents
Catholic Archdiocese
The Jewish Federation
Foreign Relief Organizations
Protestant Church Organizations (e.g., Presbytery)

Additional organizations are listed in Perspective I, Lesson

Plan #1, pp. 9-10.
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PERSPECTIVE I: GLOBAL LINKS

INTRODUCTION

One of the painful reminders of our global interdependence
arises when there are product shortages such as gasoline or
coffee. As American consumers, we have a dazzling array of
products to choose from, created by a world-wide labor force
and financed by institutions with extensive global networks.
We take many global services for granted - the mail, the
airlines, international telephone calls and television. But
in addition to these links of goods and services, there are
also human links that connect the peoples of the world. Most
of us can trace the origins of our family members to other
times and places. Legal and illegal immigration to the
United States are frequently subjects of concern for govern-
ment, schools, ethnic groups, labor organizations and com-
munities.

This perspective offers students a glimpse of the interdepen-
dence that characterized the modern world, its benefits, con-
flicts and problems. They will examine the impact of global
trade on the life of a Japanese businessman, particularly the
links with American industry. They will study modernization
problems of the Saudis who now have a work force that is com-
posed of sixty percent foreign labor. Students will examine
the historic migrations of people to America and investigate
both the human and economic links between their own community
and the world.

One of the important global links is international law, the
treaties, contracts, customs and U. N. resolutions that bring
order to international affairs. This Perspective introduces
students to international law and, in particular, to the U. N.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Are there universal
human rights? What can be done to protect such rights? What
happens when a sovereign nation-state violates human rights?
It is hoped that in raising these questions, students will
begin to understand both the limitations and the potential of
international law as a link in the international system.

19
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PERSPECTIVE I: GLOBAL LINKS

OVERVIEW

Statisticians and record keepers are busy gathering abundant evidence
of the many links that tie one part of the planet to another. Lee
Anderson has called our era the century of the J curve, characterized by
exponential growth. The rate of growth and change is geometrical, it doubles
slowly in the beginning and later at a rapid rate so that when graphically
portrayed, it resembles the letter J.
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If we look at transportation, communication, energy consumption, life
expectancy and many other measures, we find J curves indicating that we are
now in a period of rapid change. If we study international contacts over
time, we also find J curves indicating increased global connections. This is
a new era in human history, a global age. Buckminster-Fuller has called our
planet "Spaceship Earth" to communicate the idea of the shared fate of the
world's peoples, replacing the old picture of separate, autonomous nation-states
deciding their own destinies. Nuclear weapons, pollution, poverty and
terrorism are forces that transcend national boundaries.

W.A. Nesbitt, "Data on the Human Crisis: Teachers' Guide", (New York:
The University of the State of New York, 1972), p. 25.
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"lluerdependence" has become a catchword to describe this condition. Some
use the term to describe a global condition that will lead to the formation
of a world state. Others see interdependence as "good", as a goal toward which
we should be striving. In this Perspective, we have used interdependence to mean
interconnectedness; we do not predict the outcome of our increasing inter-
dependence, nor do we present it in only a positive light. The term inter-
dependence can be used to mask what is really dependence; links between nations
may not be symmetrical. There may be a very unequal basis for the exchange of
goods and services, as in the case of many Fourth World countries who export
raw material, import the more expensive manufactured products, and thus are
very dependent on their trading partners. One of the global conflicts raised in
this Perspective is the North -South division in which the "less developed"
countries of the world AfriLa, Asia, South America want a greater share
of resources from the "more developed" nations of the North- Europe, the
United States, Japar.

This Perspective offers students a view of the interconnectedness of life at
present, not only in terms of economics, but also global links of people,
ideas and institutions. In order for students to understand the role of
international law in our modern world, they must first understand the kind of
world in which the international legal system operates. International law
represents both ideas and institutions that have been created over time to
bring order to international affairs. The international legal system must
operate in a world in which nations differ greatly in wealth and power, in
values and in history. But in spite of vast differences, there are shared
values and shared problems that serve as a basis for the further development of
the international legal system.

21
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PERSPECTIVE I

Teaching the Perspective

1 Ising the lessons in sequenc-,: This approach utilizes all four lessons,
itl:rolucing the students first to the economic links, then human links that
ti? one Part of the planet to another. Following this picture of our
interconnectedness, students identify several shared global problems,
examining the problem of global povert7 in particular. The final lesson
introduces students to the concept of international law and uses the pre-
ceding lessons as a basis for understanding the context in which inter-
national law must operate.

2. Infusion method: This approach offers teachers an opportunity to choose
lessons and activities 'ithin the lessons based on their curriculum and
class. One teacher may select only Lesson Plan #4 out of Perspective I as
part of a Contemporary Problems course focusing on the issue of human
rights. An American History teacher night select activities and readings
from Lesson Plan #2 on the history of U.S. Immigration Law, using the other
parts of Perspect_. I as they fit in with subjects covered by course
material.

Lesson Plan Description and Infusion Key

Lesson Plan #1: Global Connections: Goods and Services
Through newspaper analysis, community research and case studies of economic
conditions in industrialized and underdeveloped countries, students are
r-Psented with a picture of the modern world characterized by many links of
goods and services.

(International Relations, Worlel. Cultures, Economics, Cultural Geography), pp.5-13

Lesson Pion #2: Human Links: The Migration of Peop]a
This lesson begins with the problems facing Saudi Arabia as many
nationalities have migrated to that country to fill jobs created by the
Saudi's efforts to modernize. The major focus of the lesson is on the groups
of people both historically and currently who have migrated to the
United States.

(U.S. History, World History, Contemporary Problems), pp. 14-1C

Lesson Plan #3 Shared Global Problems
arils lesson, students examine nroblems that cross national boundaries,
learning that interdependence brings both opportunities and conflicts. The
problem of global poverty is highlighted, with an exercise in which students,
explore the daily lives of people living in underieveloped countries.
(Government, Economics, Contemporary Problems), pp. 19-25

Lesson Plan #4: International Law: A Global Connection
Students examine various types of international law and study one law in
particular, the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. Activities of
various non-governmental organizations are studied as they work on behalf of
protection of human rights all over the world. (Government, International
Relations, Contemporary Problems), pp. 26-29
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PERSPECTIVE I

LESSON PLAN #1

TEACHER BACKGROUND

DIMENSIONS OF A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

1. Perspective Consciousness

The recognition or awareness on the part of the indiv-
idual that he or she has a view of the world that is
not universally shared, that this view of the world
has been and continues to be shaped by influences that
often escape conscious detection, and that others have
views of the world that are profoundly different from
one's own.

2. "State of the Planet" Awareness

Awareness of prevailing world conditions and develop-
ments, including emergent conditions and trends, e.g.
population growth, migrations, economic conditions,
resources and physical environment, political develop-
ments, science and technology, law, health, inter-nation
and intra-nation conflicts, etc.

3. Cross-cultural Awareness

Awareness of the diversity of ideas and practice to be
found in human societies around the world, of how such
ideas and practices compare, and including some limited
recognition of how the ideas and ways of one's own
society might be viewed from other vantage points.

4, Knowledge of Global Dynamics

Some modest comprehension of key traits and mechanisms
of the world system, with emphasis on theories and con-
cepts that may increase intelligent consciousness of
global change.

5. Awareness of Human Choices

Some awareness of the problems of choice confronting
individuals, nations, Ind the human species as con-
sciousness and knowledge of the global system expands.

R. G. Hanvey, An Attainable Global Perspective, (Denver:
Center For Teaching International Relations), pp. 4, 6,
8, 13, and 22.
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PERSPECTIVE I

LESSON PLAN #1

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

From a geographical perspective the political life of human-

kind has been globalized as a result of the disappearance of

a plurality of separate and unrelated international systems

and the historical emergence of one single world wide inter-

national system. Diagrammatically, this change might be

represented in the following way.

The International Structure of the World in the 1400's

/ The

(
International
Systems of

Europe

The
International

Systems of

the
Islamic
Empire

The

nternationa
Systems of

Sub-Saharan

The
nternationa
Systems of

South Asia

The
nternationa
Systems of

East Asia

The The
nternationa nternationa
Systems of Systems of

North America South America

4/
The

nternationa
SystemsSystems of

Australasia

The International Structure of the World in the Late 1700's

The
International
System of

Planet Earth

F. L. Anderson, Schooling and Citizenship in a Global Age,
(Bloomington, Indiana: Social Studies Development Center,
1979), pp. 240-241,
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PERPSECTIVE I

LESSON PLAN #1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The State-Centric View of the World

The state-centric view looks at the world primarily in terms of
sovereign nation-states pursuing their national interests through
the conduct of foreign policy. The state-centric image of the world
is the image of statesmen and diplomats, as well as many univer-
sity scholars. In a sense, this framework for looking at the world is
also an identifiable "culture" in which national policymakers
have tended to operate. Foreign policy, so defined, is to protect
against the dangerous and hostile forces at loose in a world where
there are no international police and no courts with binding au-
thority. To remain secure in such a world, nations must be pre-
pared and willing to use force when necessary.

The Global System View of the World

One method of viewing the complexity of international affairs
not encompassed in the state-centric framework is to see global
politics as a vast system of social interaction analogous to any
"primitive" soc.ial system without well-developed institutions, a
central government or laws. Many who write about the inter-
national system use the phrase "spaceship earth" to depict this im-
age of an increasingly interrelated complex world.

The "spaceship earth" view of the world is an essentially ecolog-
ical image of international affairs: Ecology's "way of seeing" has
shown us hoc.' the chain of life is interrelated and interdependent:
neither the ocean, the air. the land nor the animal life which in-
habit all of them can be "independent." An ecological metaphor
unites the seemingly distinct domains of biological activitythe
ocean. the air, the soil and the life which inhabit theminto inter-
related concepts. The global system metaphor highlights trans-
national behavior or that behavior which is beyond or breaks out
of the definition and boundaries of "security policy" or "foreign
policy."

What types of behavior and what kinds of international actors
does this image refer to? Some of the chief actors are multina-
tional corporations which have changed the character of inter-

25 .

national economic life so that it has become separated from na-
tional control. Today great corporations nominally based in
Delaware, London or Zuriqhlmpy-hay.e Operailens'in one hundred
countries. No one natiSnal'headquarted Will`contain more than a
fraction of their activities. Only a few such corporations, by shift-
ing their reserves out of one currency and into another, can cause
the value of national currencies to plummet or ascend. All of a na-
tion's fiscal policies, balanced budgets, and tax policies can be in-
validated by the power of major corporations which exist largely
beyond the nation's control. By making "nonpolitical" investment
decisions, international corporations can importantly affect na-
tional governments. The case of Chile in September 1973 provides
a dramatic example. The world international banks and financial
institutions took an increasingly dim view of Chilean President Al-
len4a's socialist-oriented domestic economic policy. Hence, they
refused to extend credit to Chile. The result fueled ferocious infla-
tion which contributed to the socialist regime's brutal removal by
the Chilean military. Thus, multinational firms, which do not owe
allegiance to any particular nation,.can exert enormous pressure
by their attitude toward Third World countries:

Similarly, the intellectual, cultural and scientific basis of na-
tional power is fast slipping from national control as technology,
communication and multinational corporate resources expand.
Where once a nation's greatness came from its abilin, to pour
money into research, now research is international and capital is
international. The dollar market in Europe has been more liquid
than the market in New York for years; and computer and elec-
tronic technology is no longer found predominantly in America,
but is diffused through the industrialized world. Not many years
ago, the economic elements of greatness were concentrated and lo-
calized by the boundaries of the nation-states. Common stereo-
types developed with some factual basis. Germans were hard-
working and frugal. The British were great traders.' Americans
were inventive. Years ago, there was American physics or Italian
design. But the compression of technological interactions has
stripped these national labels of much of' their significance. It is
much more useful to speak of modern physics or contemporary de-
sign without national labels.

The global system view of the world, then, seep a number of fac-
tors leading to a growing interdependence or unity in the modern
world. These are:

1. An expanding volume of worldwide trade and a dominance of the
multinational corporation.
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2. An expanding network of cross-national organizations and associa-
tionsfraternal, scientific and educationalthat have developed a
worldwide system of human interaction.

3. The inability to insulate domestic politics from foreign politics either
within countries or between countries. Thus, the domestic politics of
Arab nations or the Soviet Union can very much affect American rela-
tions with Russians.

4. The internationalization of social problems. The problems of survival,
ecology, disease, scarce resources and the like are not manageable by
nations. International cooperation is also necessary to combat the uni-
versal problems of urbanization, population,control and crime.

5. An expanding homogeneity in humankind's culture and social institu-
tions. Mass society, its artifacts, management and appeal now seem glo-
bal in scope. International norms of individual conduct and State con-
duct are also becoming more uniform.

6. The appearance of alliances and economic unions which have formed
the infrastructure for unifying wider portions of the globe. The Eu-
ropean Economic Community now negotiates with the OPEC or Arab
States as if each were sovereign. Moreover, the Common Market has
been seen by many as the prototype for a politically united Europe.
Many see the same pattern for the Soviet bloc and Latin Arnt.rica. The
world's regional and transregional groupings are diminishing the role
of individual nation-states in many of its historic functions.

Yet surely, rine may say, security policywars and those who
threaten themdominates our attention and the attention of the
media. If we concentrate on the global system do we not miss the
critical questions of national life and death? Those who maintain
that a global system perspective is useful would not deny the ur-
gent questions of foreign policythe politics of war and peace.
But the ecological or systems view of the globe helps to move our
attention to some of the interactions which are no longer contained
or controlled by national policy. Of course, this view I-as limits. It
is best used to illustrate economic, social and political "trans-
national behavior." Thus, the global system view helps us to visu-
alize such forms of international interaction as the growth of re-
gional organizations (the European Ecor.omic Community, NATO,
:he Warsaw Pact), the behavior of mill.iinational corporations (ITT
or Shell Gil), the relationships among international nongovern-
mental organizations (international labor unions and profes-
sional organizations), the globalization of questions of piverty
(the Third World vs. the Industrialized World) and justice (what
forms should an internationaltaw of-the sea take?). The global sys-

__
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tern view does not help us under:tand the kind of politic. Henry
Kissinger engaged in when he suddenly went to Peking or when
the Israelis moved a,cinst the Arabs in 1967. Or the kind of inter-
national politics President Nixon was referring to when he stated:

We must remember that the only time in the history of the world
that we have had any extended periods of peace is when there has
been a balance of power. It is when one nation becomes infinitely
more powerful in relation to its potential competitor that the danger
of war arises. So I believe in a world in which the United States is
powerful. I think it would be a safer world and a better world if we
have a strong, healthy United States, Europe, Soviet Unio', China
and japan, each balancing the other, an even balance.9

The politics of power, balance and strategy are much better illu-
minated by the classic state-centric world-view. But the cause and
effects of urban disturbances from Lisbon to Tokyo, and back
through Columbia University; or the transfer of technology from
America to Japan to Mexico are not highlighted by this vision of
colliding nations which have no permanent friends or enemies,
just interest. And the vision of an increasingly complex societal or-
ganization much like a national society, except on a global scale,
does help capture some of the rapidly changing complexities of the
last third of this century.

R. G. Remy, J. A. Nathan, J. M. Becker, and
J. V. Torney, International Learning and
International Education in a Global Age,
Bulletin #47 National Council for the social
Studies, (Washington, D. C. : National
Council for the Social Studies, 1975),
pp. 46, 50-53.
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PERSPECTIVE I: GLOBAL LINKS

LESSON PLAN #1

TITLE: Global Connections: Goods and Services

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will gain an awareness of the

economic interdependence that exists in our world. The

lesson begins with a lecture on the global system and

a concept building activity in which students analyze

local newspapers for global content. The second

segment of the lesson introduces students to a case of

interdependence showing the economic impact of foreign

trade on the life of a Japanese person. The lesson

concludes with a research project identifying global

links in the students' own community.

MATERIALS

1.) "Worksheet: Global Links in Local Newspapers".

2.) "The World in a Japanese Home". Source: A. Backler

and S. Lazarus, World Geography, (Chicago: Science

Research Associates, Inc., 1980), pp. 354-356.

3.) "Your City and the World". Source: A. Backler

and S. Lazarus, World Geography, (Chicago: Science

Research Associates, Inc., 1980), p. 336.

4.) "International Roles". Source: C. Alger and D.

Hoovler, You and Your Community in the World,

(Columbus, Ohio: Consortium for International Studies

Education, 1978), pp. 60-61.



INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Lecture (pp. 5-8)

U4ing the matetiat ptovided Ln the Backgtound In6otmation

4ection, pte4ent a tectute which:

a. Helps students understand the meaning of a

"global system" and familiarizes them with

historical evidence indicating the emergence

of the global system.

b. Introduces students to various ways of looking

at the world from the perspective of the

nation-states.

2. Small Group Work: "Global Links in Local Newspapers", p. 8.

A few days beiote thi4 activity, a4k 4tudent4 to bring

tocat new4papet4 to cea44.

Divide the cta44 into 4matt gtoup4 and have each group

cut ot teat out anything Ln the paper that id "gtobat"

Ln content. This would include articles, ads and photos

about other parts of the world, other nations and events

that create links or cause conflict between different parts

of the world.

You may wish to give each small group a different newspaper

and compare the global coverage of one paper with that of

another. A large city newspaper may need to be divided into

sections so that each group can accomplish its task in a

reasonable amount of time.

Each group 4hou2d comptete the wotk4heet (on put the

wonk4heet que4tion4 on the chatkboatd). Review the an4wtt4

to the wolduheet item4 by azking bon conttibution4 6tom

each 4matt group.

30
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DEVELOPMENT

1. Reading and Discussion: "The World in a Japanese Home"

Ask the students to 'Lead the AdzWonssieWly, at take

tulms having students /Lead them aloud. Focal) the di4-

cussion on the type o6 economic links between Japan and

the tut o6 the woAtd. (See pp. 8-9)

Discussion Questions:

How do you think Mr. Suzuki's life would be changed

if Japan stopped trading with other countries?

Do you use Japanese manufactured products? Give

some examples.

(Students might name Yamaha, Toyota, Datsun, and

other companies who manufacture bikes, cars, watches,

musical instruments, food products, etc...)

OPTIONAL RESEARCH:

Ask several students to find out what percentage of

American imports are from Japan. Other students

might try to find out what percentage of American

imports are manufactured goods versus food and raw

materials. Students should report their findings to

the class.
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APPLICATION

1. Individual or Team Activity: "Your City and the World", p. 9

Step #1: On the date be6one thi4 activity, divide the Ce6(4.6

.in to paix4 and have each pain bning a copy o6

the yettow paged to ata.64.

Step #2: Now give 4tudenta time to fvteak into thein

azzigned pain4 to examine the yettow pagez.

Each group of two students should have one copy

of the yellow pages for their community.

Step #3: One example of global linkages: local restaurants.

Fitzt, a4k 4tudent4 how they think tocat neztautant4

can indicate .eink4 with °then countniez.

(e.g. Types of foods, foreign names, immigrant

ownership, names, etc.)

Can they think of other clues?

Step 04: ?Utz 4tudent4 to tunn to the section tabeted

"Ratautante in thein telephone dinectoniez.

Students should skim the section to discover clues

about global linkages. Using these clues, students

should make a complete list of the places in the

world that their city is linked to through its

restaurants. Some of the places might be

cities (such as: Rome's Excellent, Expensive

Italian Cuisine), or other geographical locations.

Step #5: Find out which pain identiiiia the mczt

"natautant tinke.

32
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2. Community Research: "Your City and the World", p. 9

"International Roles", pp. 9-10

a. ThiA 414 a tong team, out-oti-c ta.6.6 aAzignment (we

xecommend a week). Students will work in pairs,

exploring the evidence of interdependence around

their local community. Have AtudentA 'Lead "yours City

and the Wonte Students will keep a record of all

community links. If they wish to do a photo essay,

have students take slides to graphically illustrate

the links they have recorded in their charts. One

class day should then be set aside for each pair of

students to make five-minute slide presentations

to the class.

b. Students may prefer to interview one of the individuals

in their community listed in "International Roles".

(See Guidelines for Global Resource Experts in the

Classroom, pp. xi-xv.)



PERSPECTIVE I: GLOBAL LINKS

Lesson Plan #2

TITLE: Human Links: The Migration of People

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will come to understand that the

movement of people from one area of the globe to another

forms one of the links between peoples and nations. The first

portion of the lesson introduces students to the current

situation in Saudi Arabia in which 60% of the work force

is foreign labor. The remainder of the lesson focuses on

the American immigration experience, beginning with the

1890's, and tracing immigration throughout American history

to the present situation of the illegal immigration from

Mexico. The lesson concludes with a role play on the laws

governing illegal aliens coming to the U.S.

MATERIALS

1.) "Frightened Saudis Look for Ways to Cut Foreign Labor".
Source: Los Angeles Times, December 28, 1980, Part 5,
P-3-

2.) Immigration Materials (k):

a.) "Major U.S. Immigration Laws"
b.) "The Illegals"
c.) "The President's Commission"
d.) "What Should Be Done?"

*Source: T.Clark and M. Croddy, Bill of Rights in Action,
(Los Angeles: Constitutional Rights Foundation, March, 1981).
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Reading (or Lecture) and Discussion: "Frightened Saudis Look

for Way to Cut Foreign

Labor",pp. 11-12.

The newspaper article has a high reading level and may be too

difficult for some students, although they will most likely
find the subject matter naw and interesting. If you decide
that it is too difficult, you may give the same information to

the students in a lecture. The purpose of introdr,Ang students

to this article is to expand their perspectives of the multi-
ethnic nature of another country. The Saudis today and

historically have many people as migrant workers, as well as

managers and skilled craftsmen -- more than 60% the
work force. Students can see what a non-Western country has
done with such a situation before studying immigration to
the U.S.

Discussion Questions:

How many nations were mentioned in the as

contributing foreign workers to Saudi Arabia?

MAP WORK: Who can locate these nations on the map?

Where is Saudi Arabia?

Why would the Saudis want to cut back on the number

of foreign workers?

Where do the foreign workers live? How long to they

stay?

Do you agree with the Saudis change in policy

from one in which foreign "know -ho-" was brought

in to help the country modernize to a policy in

which those jobs and the required training will go

to Saudis?



DEVELOPMENT

Discussion and Reading: "Major U. S. Immigration Laws" (p.12-13)

Lead a di4cu44ion in which you any to a44 44 the exi4ting

4tate oli knowtedge oli U. S. immignation hi4tony among the

Atudent4. For Axample, you might ask if students are

aware of any restrictions on who can come to the U. S.

from other countries. Explain to the students that they

will be spending the next few days looking at U. S. immi-

gration at different times in our history. A4k the Atudent4

ili any oli them on any oli thein netativez came linom anothen

count/1.y. Make a ti4t o6 aU oli the countnie4 on the chatk-

boand, indicating the human tink4 between your cta44 and the

nut o6 the wonid.

Have 4tudent4 'Lead: "Major U. S. Immignation Lawe.

After students have had an opportunity to complete the

reading, ask them what changes they can see in the law

over time. Are there any laws they consider unfair?

Why? Are there any American laws that surprised them?

How does the current American immigration law (1965)

differ from the Saudis' system?

.ft
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Reading and Discussion

Have students read "The Illegals" on pages 14-15. Then

ask:

What is the difference between a refugee and

an illegal immigrant?

How do illegal immigrants reach the United

States from Mexico?

What effect do the illegal immigrants have

on the U. S. economy?

APPLICATION

Role-Play: "The President's ComTission"

In this role play, students will attempt to develop a solution

to the illegal alien problem.

Step 1: Have students tread: "What Shuutd Be Done?", page

16 , and the "Simutation: The Ptesident's

Commission", page 16. Review with the students

some o the sotutions that have been proposed.

Then divide the ctass into 6ive gtoups:

1.) The Presidential Commission

2.) Employers of Illegal Aliens

3.) Labor Unions

4.) Border Patrol

5.) Illegal Aliens

Then assign one student the tote o6 the

Ptesident's advisot.

Step 2: Assign each group tkeL't tasks:

a.) Review the proposals and role description

b.) Prepare a proposal of your solution

c.) Choose a spokesperson to present your proposal

to the Presidential Commission

The Presidential Commission group should use the

proposal preparation time to discuss the illegal

alien problem and develop questions that they

want to ask the different groups.
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Step 3: Commi44ion wilt heat the pkopo4at4. The

President's Advisor acts as chairperson for

the hearing. After each person has presented

the group's proposal, the Commissioners may

ask any questions that they have.

Step 4: Ptezident'z Advizot conducts a vote by the

Commi44ioneu to recommend a ptopo4at son action

to the Ptezident.

Step 5: Commizzion'z decizion a announced. You 4houtd

then conduct a ctazz dacu44ion on the metitz and

the dizadvantagez o6 the ptopozat zetected az wett

az othetz that were pnezented.

38
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PERSPECTIVE I

LESSON PLAN # 3

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

THE THIRD WORLD: READY TO BLOW UP? by R. A. Manning
Los Angeles Times
Tuesday, September 09, 1980,
Part II, p. 5.

UNITED NATIONS For the past two weeks, well-heeled diplomats

in pin-striped suits have been parading across the U.N.

General Assemply floor making an endless stream of speeches on

the causes of and cures for the global economic crisis. Still,

the rich industralized nations of the world and the poor under-

developed nations do not appear any closer to resolving the

issues that divide them.

If present trends are not reversed, many analysts fear, there

may be political upheavals throughout the Third World that

could make Iran look tame. But if the U.N. special session,

that ends today, is any indication, no major reforms in the

global economic system can be expected until after the Third

World is noticeably aflame.

As the gap between the "haves" and the "have-nots" has grown, the

bloc of under-developed Third World countries known as the

"Group of 77" (actually 119 nations) has clamored louder for a

"new international economic order" to change the rules of the

game and narrow the gap. The goal of the special session was to

formulate a development strategy for the 1980's and to create a

framework for next January's new global round of negotiations on

energy, trade, finance and the monetary system.

Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie's speech here made it clear that

the United States and most of its industrialized allies, faced

with deepening recession, are hardly in the mood to go along

with "a massive redistribution of global wealth" envisioned by

the Third World.
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Recession in the West, combined with oil price increases, has

meant devastation for the economies of poorer nations. The

Third World's debt to the West is now estimated at $350 billion;

oil price increases alone will cost the Third World an

additional $60 billion this year; food production has dwindled

in much of the world, and Third World exports face increasingly

stiff trade barriers. A recent World Bank report observes

that 800 million people now live in "absolute poverty". The

list of grim statistics is a long one, but the point is clear:

Urgent action is needed to prevent a calamity.

As Muskie's speech emphasized, the United States places the

blame for the present malaise on the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries. Washington wants them and the socialist

nations to do more for the Third World. The socialist nations

remain on the sidelines, blaming the crisis on the "imperialist°

and neocolonialist nations," while cheering on the Third World.

Clearly, the West is, with the exception of the Scandinavian

nations, talking a different language than the militant Group

of 77. The United States, has made a few concessions--for

example, P new energy fund to develop alternative energy for

the Third World, food stockpiles to prevent famine, and

vague pledges against the rising tide of protectionism.

But the few concessions offered by the West have not been

cause for much optimism. Hardly had Muskie finished his

promise to fight protectionism when the Carter Administration

announced increased tariffs on exports from India. This was

viewed as an act of political intimidation because India

leads the Group of 77.
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U.S. strategy to divide the poorest nations from OPEC seems to

have backfired. The failure of industrialized nations to

make any substantial economic reforms is forging more solidarity

among the disparate Third liorld nations of Asia, Africa and

Latin America.

While the Third World does not blame OPEC for its economic

woes, it does agree that OPEC should do more for the oil-

importing nations. After heated behind-the-scenes pressure,

OPEC-has begun to respond. Oil importers such as India and

Jamaica admire OPEC's ability to get more from the West for

its raw material, but are critical of OPEC for funneling its

surplus petrodollars into Western banks instead of directly

into the Third World, which sorely needs such investment.

In response, OPEC has begun to act. There is increasing

talk of special concessions to underdeveloped oil-importers to

funnel back a portion, up tr., 30%, of oil-price rises in the

form of soft term loans. And OPEC is expected to expand its

$4.5 billion special fund into a $20 billion development bank

at its November summit.

The efforts by the developed nations to keep economic dialogue

within Western-dominated agencies such as the World Bank and

the International Monetary Fund have been a prime source

of bitterness in their world capitals. The World Bank's

announcement of a new $25 billion energy affiliate on the eve

of the confernece here was seen partly as a political move,

and was resented.
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The upshot is that the poor nations' demands--mechanisms to

raise and stabilize the price of raw materials, doubling

Western aid, easing conditions of IMF loans, lowering trade

barriers, easier access to technology--remain a distant dream.

Less resistance was felt from the industrialized nations on

the development strategy because, cs one Western diplomat

put it, "It doesn't really mean anything." The strategy is

a list of goals such as a 7% economic growth rate for the

Third World, 0.7% of industrialized nations' gross national

product as aid to improverished nations, increased industrial-

ization, and so on.

In practical terms, the World Bank and the IMF will be expanded

to bail out the poorest nations. As for aid, the United States

ranks a dismal 13th out of the 17 developed nations, giving out

only 0.19% of its gross national prodict. One U.S. official

here said, "We just can't get any more aid through Congress."

Some U.S. officials note that one-third of U.S. exports go to

the Third World, that we depend on poorer nations for increasingly

larger shares of strategic raw materials, and that U.S. firms

have invested more than $40 billion in the Third World.

Thus, there is an argument for a "Marshall Plan" for the

Third World to stimulate the global economy. After two weeks

of nonproductive rhetoric here, such an enlightened gamble,

called for by the prestigious "Brandt Commission," a World

Bank-inspired study led by former West German Chancellor Willy

Brandt, now appears almost utopian.
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PERSPECTIVE I

Lesson Plan #3

TITLE: SHARED GLOBAL PROBLEMS

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will focus on one global problem --

the economic imbalance between the industrialized countries

and the Third and Fourth World. The lesson begins with an

examination of several global problems and asks students

to identify their priorities for each of the issues. The

remainder of the lesson addresses one of the problems the

growing insistence of the Third World countries for greater

influence on global economics. Students understand that in

addition to links between peoples, there are also drastic
differences in living conditions. The application exercise

poses the problem of living conditions in under developed

countries and their impact on the rest of the globe.

MATERIALS

1.) "Global Deadlines"

2.) "Survey Questionnaire on Global Development", Inter-
dependence Curriculum Aid, (Philadelphia: The World
Affairs Council of Philadelphia, 1976) p. 37

3.) "Living on Less Than $200", The Great Ascent: The
Struggle for Economic Development, (New York: Harper
& Row, Inc., 1973) pp. 33-37.

4.) "Comparing Nations", Global Issues, (Boulder: Social
Science Education Consortium, Inc., 1979) Handout
#4B.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1.) Survey and Discussion: "Global Deadlines" page 17.

Dizttibute copiez o6 "Gtobat Deadtinez". Have each

ztudent tank the zeven gtobat ptobtemz 6tom one to

zeven in tetmz o6 which ha4 the mo4.t immediate dead-

tine. Rank the most urgent problem #1. The least

urgent #7. To give a sense of the priorities of

the class, have all of those who ranked the same

problem as most urgent stand in a certain part of

the classroom. Dizcuzz the teazonz why ztudentz

6ett zome ptobtemz wete not az ptezzing az othetz.

2.) Survey: "Survey Questionnaire on World Poverty" page 18.

Explain to the class that you will be looking

at one particular global problem for the next few days

the problem facing the developing countries as they

attempt to industrialize and modernize, and the role

of the industrialized nations in providing assistance.

On a zepatate piece o6 papet have ztudent4 comptete

" Survey Queztionnaite" on page 18 , but do not have

them zign theit namez. Azzign two ztudentz the tazk

o6 compiting the tezuttz lion the ctazz and tepotting

back to the ctazz the Ottowing day,
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3. Survey Results and Discussion:

A6ten the ne4u.et4 o6 the Wontd Poventy sunvey have been

tepoxted, liOCU4 the di4cu44ion on the concept o6 poveAty

and the meaning o6 that tenni to the 4tudent4. Do the

students feel they can do anything about global poverty?

DEVELOPMENT

1. Reading: "Living on Less than $200 a Year" page 19.

Have 4tudento 'Lead thia 4e2ection. This reading is Heil-

broner's attempt to translate the living conditions of

some of the world's poorest people into terms that will

have meaning for Americans.

2. Small Group Discussion: "Comparing Nations' page 20.

Re6ele to: "Compating Nations". Divide the cZa44 into

zmaLe p.oup4 and aldz each gnoup to examine the chant in

the handout and anzwen any que4tion4. A6ten each g&oup

ha4 had an oppontunity to compZete thein di4cu44ion a4f2,

the g/Lotto .to nepont thein anzweu. Try to clarify the

definition of "modernization" that the students are using.

The identities of the five nations are:

1.) The United ' tes
2.) Costa Ric.
3.) Sweden
4.) Kenya
S.) India

Concept Building:

Explain to the students that countries are ranked based on

the degree of modernization indicated by such things as per

capita income, number of physicians, automobiles and other

indicators. One of the terms used today is "North-South"

to describe the developed and developing ccuntries. The

NORTH is generally used to designate the more industrialized

richer countries of North America, Western Europe, and such

Asian countries as Japan, Australia and New Zealand. SOUTH

is a term that includes a wide variety of countries ranging

from the oil rich nations of OPEC to the Fourth World, the

poorest countries of South Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean.
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PERSPECTIVE I: GLOBAL LINKS

Lesson Plan #4

TITLE: International Law: A Global Connection

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will be introduced to the concept

of international law and will understand how law can function

in the management of world affairs. The lesson begins with

an explanation of the term, international law, and raises

questions about the role of an international system of law.

In the next segment, students examine one example of

international law, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1948. The concluding

lesson provides students with several examples of international

groups who take action on behalf of human rights all over the

globe.

MATERIALS

1.) "Did Law Keep the Skipper From Shooting?", D. W. Oliver
and F. M. Newmann, Diplomacy and International Law, in
series Public Issues Series/ Harvard Social Studies
Project, (Middletown, Connecticut: Xerox Corporation,
1970), pp. 4-5. ,

2.) "What Are Human Rights?", T. Clark and M. Croddy, Bill
of Rights in Action, (Los Angeles: Constitutional Rights
Foundation, February 19801, pp. 4-5.

3.) "What Can Be Done To Protect Human Rights?", J. R.
Fraenkel, M. Carter, and B. Reardon, The Struggle For
Human Rights, in series Perspectives in World Order,
New York: Random House, Inc., 1975), pp. 37-46.

P1:-inted with permission of: Institute of World Order,
Inc. - New York
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Reading and Discussion: "Did Law Keep the Skipper from Shooting?"

(see page 21) Ate students have had an oppottunity

to head the a&ticte, teview the in6okmation with them by

asking the liottowing discussion questions:

What are the major sources of international law?

(Treaties, custom, decisions of the international

Court of Justice, and United Nations Pronouncements)

What is the purpose of international law?

(To put all nations on an equal basis in the

settling of disputes; disputes would be settled

impartially according to agreed-upon, established
rules.)

What is the difference between law applied within

nations and law applied between nations?

(Within a nation state, law reflects a common

history and perhaps shared values. National

governments use force when necessary to enforce

the law; violators are punished. International

law is not supported by police power, and may not

reflect shared values.)

To what extent should basic human rights be

protected by international law and legal institutions?

Should international courts be strengthened to deal

with disputes between nations?
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What can the individual do about international

problems in a world where nations seem to be such

important instruments of change?

(The individual, through membership in special

interest groups and by voting for public officials,

can influence world affairs.)

DEVELOPMENT

Document Analysis: "What are Human Rights?" , pp. 21-22.

Explain to the students that they will be examining a summary

of international law found in the U.N. Universal Declaration

of Human Rights. Divide the student!, into 4mat2 gnoup4 on

have them wonk inciividuatey lo compZete the activity Zi4ted

next to the 28 night4. You should note that there are

several choices of activities. You may wish students to

complete all of them or select several:

Students categorize the rights into four groups:

political and civil rights, economic rights, social

rights, fundamental rights.

Students rank the rights in order of importance.

Students write a paragraph explaining why one of

the rights they consider most important was

ranked #1.
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APPLICATION

1. Reading and Discussion: "What Can be Done to Protect

Human Rights?", pp. 23-25.

Have ).1audent6 'Lead above. The reading describes actions

taken by individuals and groups to fight for human

rights. The first case describes Rosa Parks' al.re.t

for resisting American Jim Crow laws. The second case

describes the actions of the National Council of Churches

in regard to human rights violations, and the last case

describes the methods used by Amnesty International.

Lead a discussion based on the questions inctuded Wet
each case in the /Leading.

2. Individual Work: Community Research

You may wish to have students investigate what groups in

their community are actively working to protect

international human rights. Religious groups, ethnic

organizations, business groups, and special interest

groups are possible international actors working in

the students' own community.
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PERSPECTIVE II: CULTURAL CONTRASTS

INTRODUCTION

One of the characteristics of Human history is the diversity in the ways

of life that have been developed by different societies. We read the

accounts of other cultures written by historians, anthropologists, and

other social scientists with curiosity and any number of emotions - hor-

ror, delight, envy, and disgust. It is sometimes difficult for us to un-

derstand diversity when another's ways threaten or reject values that we

hold dear.

)ne of the consequences of studying other cultures, is that students

often compare "us and them", leading to a view of others as quaint, strange,

or barbaric. As educators, we can take students beyond such a superficial

reaction and show the common functions that all Human societies must per-

form production of food, distribution of goods and services, raising child-

ren, providing shelter, regulating interactions between people through some

kind of government or legal system. Societies have developed many different

ways of carrying out these important functions, and students will find that

they disapprove of some of those ways.

This Perspective provides activities in which students can practice working

with Hunan differences. Different viewpoints play a vital role in inter-

national affairs, in debates at international conferences, in policy deci-

sions Iv private and government organizations. The international system has

found peaceful ways to manage conflict over differences through mediation,

negotiation, and ar'iitTation by regional and international bodies. These

ways of conflict management will be studied in depth in Perspective Five.

The main objective of this Perspective is to make students aware that there

are real differences among the world's people, and that these differences

make international understanding and coopera ion a challenging and sometimes

difficult proposition.

"s- `4
4. -;
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PERSPECTIVE II: CULTURAL CONTRASTS

OVERVIEW

All human societies have developed ways of ordering life among their
peoples. Custom and law are two important mechanisms of social organization.
The types of customs and laws that evolve in a society are influenced by a
people's 'iistory, geographical setting, and survival needs. Historians have
sometimes faced the task of working from the fragmented remains of a society
such as a list of rules and inferring what the culture and values might have
been like. In this Perspective, students will have an opportunity to make
inferences about the Babylonian and Hebrew societies based on their legal
codes. It is hoped that they will learn that law is closely connected with
the beliefs and way of life of a people. Through examination of another
culture's laws students will also gain a better understanding of the function
of law in their own society.

Social scientists have accumulated much knowledge of the different family
structures that have existed over space and time. This Perspective presents
students with Indian approaches, both traditional and modern, to finding a
marriage partner. The role of the family is explained in two articles written
by people from India to help students understand a radically different approach
to marriage and family as compared with American values. Another contrast
with American culture is provided by a look at Japanese decision making in
which head-on confrontations are avoided and consensus is the goal. In en-

countering this culture difference, students have the opportunity to "try
on" the different custom in a role play. Robert Hanvey has argued that in de-
:eloping a global perspective, we need practice in seeing how our own
society's views would look to another, and practice trying to see things
from another's point of view. Hanvey identifies four levels of cross-
cultural awareness:

Levels of Cross - cultural Awareness

We might discriminate between four levels of crosscul-
twat awareness as follows:

Level Information Mode Interpretation

I. awareness of superficial
or very visible cultural
traits: stereotypes

tourism, text
books, Nation
al Geographic

unbelievable,
i.e. exotic,
bizarre

Ii. awareness of significant
and subtle cultural
traits that contrast
markedly with one's
own

culture con-
flict situa
tions

unbelievable.
i.e. frustriiing,
irrational

III. awareness of significant
and subtle cultural
traits that contrast
markedly with one's
own

intellectual
analysis

believable,
cognitively

IV. awareness of how
another culture feels
from the standpoint
of the insider

cultural
immersion:
living the
culture

believable be-
cause of sub-
jective Tamil-
iarity

R.G. Hanvey, An Attainable Global Perspective, (Denver: Center For
Teaching International Relations), p. 11.
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Respect and empathy for the ideas and practices of a different society
need not result in cultural relativism in which we devalue or abandon our
own beliefs. But such a capaciti for understanding diversity is essential
to a world characterized by ever-increasing contacts between cultures. The
successful functioning of an international legal system depends on people
who can create institutions and laws that many people view as just. Some of
our students will have jobs with business or government that include such contacts;
all of us will encounter ways of life that differ from our own because of
the multi-culture nature of our own society.

An example of an issue in which there are extreme differences in point of
view is the "free flow" of information among countries. Many Americans
view freedom of the press as one of our most important rights and find it
hard to understand the censorship that occurs in other countries. But if
we take the point of view of a country that is trying to modernize without
rejecting all of that society's traditional values, it may be somewhat
easier to understand. Allowing satellites to beam in American television
programs which show a consumer society with a lifestyle unavailable to
the underdeveloped country and values that oppose the traditional beliefs,
we can see that there may be an interest in stopping the "free flow" of
television programs. We may not agree that such censorship will succeed or
that it is fair, but we can respect the reasons for resisting the intrus,on
of Western ideas.

In this Perspective, students participate in a role play of are international
human rights conference. Different viewpoints are established and students
are afforded an opportunity to try to apply the viewpoint of their assigned
group to four cases of alleged civil rights violations. Debate at an
international conference is directed at establishing a common statement re-
garding the human rights violations. This is a complex activity in that
students must first understand a point of view that differs from the
familiar. In the case of the socialist countries for example, the emphasis
is not so much on political rights as social and economic rights. The
Islamic countries are concerned with rights but also with social obligations.
The developing countries are concerned with freedom from outside oppression by
the more powerful nations; they advocate a New International Economic Order to
provide a fairer distribution of global wealth. Once students understand their
countries' point of view, they must apply it to the three cases and argue in
favor of that viewpoint in the international conference simulation.



Teaching the Perspective

1. Usin& the lessons in sequence: In this approach, teachers will use
all tour lesson plans as they are presented. The first lesson introduces
the concepts of custom and law and uses two historical examples of legal
codes. The next two lessons present differing custom and laws of India
and Japan. The concluding lesson gives the students practice in work-
ing with diversity, focusing on the issue of human rights.

2. Infusion method: Some teachers may prefer to choose particular lessons
or activities out of the given sequence and fit them into existing
course material and outlines. For example, a teacher of Contemporary
American Problems may wish to teach a unit of international human rights
and use only Lesson Plan #4 of this Perspective. A World History
teacher could take the activities relating to the legal codes of the
Babylonians and Hebrews as part of a chronological study of World
History.

Lesson Plan Description and Infusion Key

Lesson Plan #1: Custom and Law
An examination of haw a society's laws are linked to the culture. Students
are introduced to laws and customs in terms of their historical, religious,
geographical and economic contexts rather than just by comparing them with
Western practices. (World History or World Cultures, Cultural Geography)
pp. 34-36.

Lesson Plan # 2: Cultural Perspectives on Family Law
Indian family law and custom differs greatly from American practices.
Students will learn of some of these differences and read an explanation
of them from the point of view of two Indians. (Cultural Geography,
World Cultures, Sociology) pp. 37-39.

Lesson Plan #3: Decision-Making in Another Culture
This lesson introduces students to Japanese law and custom as it affects
decision-making. They will have an opportunity to use the Japanese rule
of group decision-making as well as American rules. (World Cultures,
Law and Government, Sociology, Psychology) pp. 40-43.

Lesson Plan #4: Human Rights Around the Globe
In this lesson, students confront tho various political and cultural views
on the topic of human rights. They will be asked to grapple with the
problem of enforcing international human rights in a world of differing values,
viewpoints and priorities. (International Relations, Contemporary Problems,
Government) pp. 44-49.
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PERSPECTIVE II: CULTURAL CONTRASTS

LESSON PLAN #1

TITLE: CUSTOM AND LAW

PURPOSE

in this lesson plan, students will be introduced to two

important concepts, custom and law. They will gain an

awareness of the ways custom and law help different

societies establish frameworks for social organization.

They will learn that they disagree with some societies'

customs and laws. People, both past and present, have

developed different social frameworks reflecting dif-

ferent values and historical experiences.

MATERIALS

1.) Lecture from: "A Discussion of Custom and Law"

Source: A. A. Cleaveland, J. Craven, and M. Dan-

felser, Intercom, Vol. #92/93, (New York: Center

For Global Perspectives, May 1979), p. 37.

2.) "Law and Life in Two Ancient Societies". Source:

E. Fenton, 32 Problems in World History, (Chicago:

Scott, Foresman and Company, 1964), pp. 22-26.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Discussion:

Intnoduee the concept4 o6 custom and taw by azazing

que4tion4 that dnaw on the 4tudent.61 own expenience4:

Why do we stand during the playing of the National
Anthem and why do we avoid wearing bathing suits
toreligious services?

(Because it is our custom... Discuss the concept
of custom.)

Is an adult punished for not standing up during the
playing of the National Anthem or for wearing a
bathing suit to religious services?

(The discussion of kinds of punishment mentioned
should lead to a discussion of ridicule, public
pressure and feelings of discomfort when every-
one looks disapprovingly at you.)

Are there laws dealing with these behaviors?

(This should lead to a discussion of the range of
disapproved behaviors, some of which are better
controlled by laws and some through social pressures.)

Ask students to suggest rules which are enforced
by custom, habit or social pressure, but which are
not against the law. Write their suggestions on
the chalkboard. Remind the students that safety
practices, food preferences, social taboos, expected
role behavior for boys and for girls, expected be-
havior in school, church, and other public places
cuuld be included. Beside each custom on the list,
write a word or phrase suggested by the students
which expresses how they would feel and act toward
someone who broke the pattern. Would they feel
shame, embarassment, hatred, rejection...?

Ask the class if they can give any examples of custom
and laws from other cultures. List these examples
on the chalkboard.

Can the examples be grouped in sore way? (e.g.:
custom, formal laws, economic rules, religious rules,
traffic regulations)

How are these examples similar to American customs
and law? How are they different?

Intercom #92/93, (New York: Center for Global Perspectives,
Global Perspectives in Education, May 1979), p. 37.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Small Group Work and Discussion: "Law and Life in Two

Ancient Societies"

Divide the cta.6.6 into 4matt gnoup.6. Aumign each gnoup one

o6 the two 4etecon,6: "The Code o6 Hammunabi" OR "The

Otd Te4tament ". Have the gnoup /Lead the £aw4 one at a

time, taking tunn.6. Dietionatie4 4houtd be avaitabte 604

ne6enenee. The /Leading. arm bound on pages 28-29.

White the g/Loup.6 ane meeting, wnite the 6ottowing que4tion4

on the ehatkboaAd. Wen they have 64:naked the /Leading,

a4k the 4tudent4 to anzwen theze que4tion4:

1. How did these ancient people make a living?

2. Do you think they believed in a government with a

great deal of power or a small government?

3. Who were the most important people in the society?

Who were the least important?

4. Are there any similarities between these laws and

American laws today?

Remind 4tudent4 that they 4hou1 d be able to exptain

thein in6enenee4.

Atte& each .matt gnoup hat) compteted thei/L work, datnibute

the ()then handout to thoze who have not yet neceived it

40 that each .student hat) both zetz o6 £aw4 6o4 a ne6e4-

ence. Review the dacuzzion que4tion4 with the entine

cta.64, azking each 4matt 9/Loup 6o4 thein an4we44.



PERSPECTIVE II: CULTURAL CONTRASTS

Lesson Plan #2

TITLE: CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON FAMILY LAW

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will confront a set of customs and

laws that greatly differ from American practices. They will

view these Indian traditions through explanations provided

by two people from India. The lesson concludes with a look

at many different marriage customs and laws. Students investigate

the family life cycle of another culture.

MATERIALS

1.) M. A. Farah, et. al., Global Insights: People and
Cultures, (Columbus, 0E-ro: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Company, 1980), pp. 26-27.

2.) D. J. Johnson and J. E. Johnson, "Selling the Bride",
in series The Wheel of Life Volume #1, Through Indian
Eyes, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), pp. 64-67.

3.) D. J. Johnson and J. E. Johnson, "Families Are Dif-
frent in India", in series The Wheel of Life Volume #1
Through Indian Eyes, (New York: Praeger Publishers,
1975), pp. 19-22.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Discussion: "Case Study in Marriage", page 30.

Have students read the "Case Study in Marriage" and read it

together as a class. After students have had an opportunity

to react to the marriage advertisements, ask the discussion

questions that follow the ads.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

1. Reading and Discussion: "Selling the Bride", pp. 30-31.

After students have completed the reading, ask the following

discussion questions:

What is the purpose of the dowry? Why has it

become important in the Indian system of

marriage and family life?

Why do you think that the dowry system has been

outlawed? Why do the practices persist?

Do we have customs that serve the same purpose

as the Indian Dowry system? Would the dowry system

work in America? Why?

Ask the students to list differences in marriage customs

between India and the United States of America. Put these

differences in a chart on the chalkboard.

2. Reading and Discussion: "Families Are Different in

India" (pp. 31-32) After students have completed the

reading by novelist Saiitha Rama Rau, ask the following:

How is life different for a young Hindu woman in

a traditional home and a young American woman in

her own home or apartment?

What role does the Hindu "family" play in the lives

of its members? Why is the family valued?

What role does the mother-in-law play in a traditional

Indian family? How does getting old differ for

members of Indian and American families?
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3. Project

Have each student select a culture other than the

United States and find out more about the marriage laws

and customs of that culture. Students may want to choose

a country from which family members have originated, or

the teacher can help students make a selection using a

world map. Source materials may include encyclopedias,

anthropology books, area studies, film strips, consulates,

and members of the community. Reports can be written

and/or oral. Ask students to try to draw family life cycle

based on the information they have collected about a culture.
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PERSPECTIVE II: CULTURAL CONTRASTS

Lesson Plan #3

TITLE: Decision Making in Another Culture

PURPOSE

The purpose of this lesson plan is to explore the process of

decision making and the underlying cultural values and approaches

to it in Japan. By examining different methods and assumptions

of a process that has a similar function in their own society,

it is hoped students will develop a greater awareness of the

problems that face international understanding. In the first

segment, students read about and discuss one view of the customs

and beliefs that affect Japanese decision making. With this

background students then take on the roles of Japanese decision

makers in dealing with some common issues they might face in

their own lives.

MATERIALS

1.) "The Individual and the Law". Source: J. I. Clark, ed.,
Japan in the Peoples and Cultures Series, (Evanston:
McDougal, Littell and Company, 1976), pp. 126-127.

2.) "Decision Making: Who Decides and How". Source: B. Bullard,
Intercom, Vol. #89, (New York: Global Perspectives in
Education, 1978), pp. 29-32.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. t ading and Discussion: Background for Role Play

Explain to students that they are about to read a piece about

"one person's" view of Japanese values and beliefs. Although,

it has been written to describe general aspects of the

Japanese character, other writers might draw different

conclusions. BelioAe they theruetveA 0Am any deliinite op.Ln.Lon4

about Japanese cu.:stow, they 4houtd do liuAtheA Aeading4 on
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the 4ubject. Then have Atudent4 read, "The Individuat and

the Law" on page 34.

As students read the piece, ask them to decide what additional

information is provided about how some Japanese react to

confrontation.

Discussion Questions:

What does the Japanese legal system have in common with

Western legal procedures?

(Indictment, trial and presentation of evidence.)

Why do rural people in Japan tend to avoid the civil

courts?

(They don't trust, nor can they afford attorneys. They

favor settling disputes by themselves or through media-

tion third party participation.)

What community values seem to support mediation (use

of a third party referee) for resolving disputes?

(A desire for harmony and avoiding undue attention to

conflicts which could bring shame to the village or family.)

What two things are demanded of parties to a dispute?

(Avoidance of open hostility; mediation.)

2. Writing Activity: We American:;

Explain to students that in this activity they will be taking

on the role of sociologists to observe and describe attitudes

and behaviors in their own community. Theit azzignment i4 to

write a btie6 e44ay deActibing how an Ametican community: 1.)

Ao.evez di4pute4 among it4 membet4; and 2.) make4 decizion4.

Encourage students to support their conclusions with examples

and anecdotes. When the e4444ay4 ate due have the Atudent4 read,

compote, and conttazt theit ohetvation4 and conauzion4.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Group Decision-making Activity

Step 1. Relie/Lstudeilts to the stude,nt piece emtated. "Deion-

Making: Who Decide4 and How", pp. 34-36. Have students

read the materials. Make sure they understand the

concepts of harmony and consensus.

Step 2. Divide the students into iiive 2/Loops. Each group will

represent one of the following institutions:

1.) A Religious Institution
2.) A High School
3.) A Social Club
4.) A Business Board of Directors
5.) A County Planning Commission

Assign the pnobtems to be discussed and notes to

the nespective 2/Loops. Before beginning the role play,

it may be helpful for each group to research how its

particular institution and role players would ordinarily

decide the issue by power of authority, majority rule,

or consensus?

Step 3. Begin the tote ptay, using Arne/aeon decision-making

app/Loaches. AZtow iiiiiteen minutes.

Step 4. Wet iiiiiteen minutes, stop the diseusLion and neliato

the Japanese /Lutes. Read aloud the four points and be

sure that everyone understands the concepts included here.

Announce that each group will continue the decision-

making process, only this time they will observe the

Japanese rules for decision-making. (page 36)

Step 5. The chainpenson each 2/Loup witt tepont Chet decisions

to the ctass. Wen att tepotts ate given, Lead a

discussion on achieving consensus.

Debriefing questions:

What differences do you notice in your behavior before and

after the shift to Japanese rules?

What are the similarities between the American and Japanese

decision-making processes? What are the differences?
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Decision Making:
Who Decides and How

by Betty Bullard

Areas of Study
Law Career Education
Civics World Cultures,
Sociology Geography, History

Purpose
Ask students what democracy

means, and many would answer decision
making by voting and majority rule. Japan
is also a democracy, but they have a dif-
ferent understanding of democracy and
the ways decisions are made. Reaching
decisions through a consensus rather
than by a majority vote or authoritarian
fiat is the pattern there. The following
activities and readings are designed to
help students experience different deci-
sion-making processes. Students may also
begin to grapple, at a comprehensible
level, with such related issues as power,
authority, and legitimacy.

Objectives

Students will be able to
I. make a decision in a role-playing

situation, based on a consensus;
2. identify differences in decision-

making processes;
3. write a paper analyzing how a cur-

rent American issue might be
resolved by Japanese methods.

Suggested Time
2-3 class periods

Suggestions for the Teacher
Learning Activity 1
After students have read the mate-

rials on harmony and consensus, have
them experience the differences between
American and Japanese decision-making
processes by trying this activity. Given an
issue that might arise in an American set-
ting, the students are to try to settle the
matter by both American and Japanese
methods.

Divide thestudents into five groups.
Each group will decide a question that has
come before one of the following institu-
tions: (1) a church, (2) a high school, (3)
a social club, (4) a business board of direc-
tors, (5)a county planning commission.
You may decide to allow groups to select
the same institution, or you may insist
that each group select a different one. The
Student Materials describe the problems

which must be decided and suggest roles
for each group member. If there are more
students in a group than roles, the group
can add other rules.

Before beginning the actual role play,
it may be helpful for each group to learn
something further about how its particu-
lar institution would ordinarily decide the
issue. Does one individual decide-the
principal or the pastor, for example? Or
does a board make the decision-a school
board or board of elders? You may want
to discuss this in advance or make it the
subject of an overnight research
assignment.

Once students are familiar with how
their particular institutional model oper-
ates, let them begin the activity. Halfway
through the exercise, announce that stu-
dents should now observe Japanese rules
and assume somei..anagerial role in order
to participate in the decision-making
process. Japanese-style rules are explained
in the Student Materials.

Evaluation
The chairperson of each group will

report to the class the decision that was
made. After all reports are given, lead a
discussion on achieving consensus, to
determine the extent of the students' grasp
of the Japanese decision-making process
and their understanding of the stages,
implicit and explicit, involved in reaching
the decision.

Possible Questions: What differences
do students notice in their behavior before
and after the shift to Japanese rules? What
are the similarities in the various Ameri-
can and Japanese decision-making
processes?

Learning Activity 2
Following the discussion, ask stu-

dents to locate in magazines or news-
papers two reports of decisions made in
connection with contemporary American
events (sports, politics, religion, educa-
tion, business, etc.). Then ask students to
write individual papers summarizing the
magazine-newspaper reports and indicat-
ing how they think the Japanese would
have reached decisions on the same
issues. The essays will contain two parts:
(1) a summary of the magazine-newspaper
reports on decisions; (2) speculations on
how the Japanese might have reached the
decisions described in the reports.

Evaluation
Read the papers and make written

comments on the students' grasp of con-
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sensus as a Japanese decision-making
process.

Extending the Lesson
After trying the exercises in this unit,

the class might invite persons from the
community, especially people in business,
to describe the ways they go about the
decision-making process in their areas of
concern. If possible, arrange a screening
of one of the following films during the
visit, so that the guest can comment on
the similarities and differences between
Japanese and American decision-making
processes.

Decision-making in Japan. Japan
Trade Center, free loan film, distributed
by Association Sterling (600 Grand Ave.,
Ridgefield, NJ 07657; 5797 New Peachtree
Road, Atlanta, GA 30340; 511 Burlington
Ave., LaGrange, IL 60525; 8615 Directors
Row, Dallas, TX 75247; or 7838 San Fer-
nando Road, Sun Valley, CA 91352);15
minutes, color, junior high up. Explora-
tion of the roots of the Japanese decision-
making process and its contemporary
applications.

Doing Business in Japan: Negotiating
a Contract. Vision Associates (665 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10022), 1977, 35
minutes, cc lor, high school. Sale, $350;
rental for scivol groups, $75. The film
documents a breakdown in communica-
tions between two sales teams from the
United States and Japan. A good illus-
tration of different cultural ncqumptions
about group interaction.

This lesson is reprinted with the kind
permission of The Asia Society and the
United States-Japan Conference for
Cultural and Educational Interchange
(CULCON). Copyright and reprint rights
remain with the Asia Society.

Dr. Betty Bullard is Director of Edu-
cation of The Asia Society and team lead-
er for the U.S. in the CULCON education
project.



PERSPECITVE II: CULTURAL CONTRACTS

Lesson Plan #4

TITLE: HUMAN RIGHTS AROUND TT: GLOBE

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will confront various political and cultural

views on the topic of Human Rights. They will be asked to grapple with

the problem of enforcing international Human Rights laws in a world of

differing values, viewpoints, and priorities. In the first segment,

students generate a list of "universal rights" and are introduced co

the simulation activity. In the second segment, students prepare for

the simulation by taking the roles of three regional groups developing

positions for an International Human Rights Conference. in the third

segment, students role-play and debrief the conference.

MATERIALS

1.) "Differing Views on Human Rights"

2.) "Alleged Violations of Human Rights" Source: T. Clark

and M. Croddy, "Human Rights", Volume XIV, of Bill of Rights in

Action, (Los Angeles, California: Constitutional Rights Foundation,

1980), pages 8-20.

3.) "instructions for Delegates"



INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Group Activity: What Rights Are Universal?

Begin this activity with a discussion centered around the question:

Are there any Universal Human Rights? (That is, are there any

rights that people in all nations and cultures should be able to

agree upon? You may want to extend this to include Human Rights

throughout history.)

As students generate ideas of Universal Human Rights, write them on

the chalkboard. After a representative number are listed, ask

students to think of exceptions to, or violations of, these rights.

EXAMPLES:

Human Rights Exceptions/Violations

Right to life War (International, civil, revolutionary,

etc.) Genocide (Nazis)

Right to eat Third World poverty (Biafra, Bangladesh,

etc.)

Right to marry
and have children Involuntary sterilization (U. S. and

other countries)

Right to die Laws against euthanasia (a terminally

ill person's choice to die)

Freedom of Speech Soviet Union and political prisoners

Discussion Questions:

Why do you think there are so many Human Rights violations?

Are there Human Rights that some people in the world value while

others do not? What are some examples?

Why do you think people disagree on Human Rights?
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2. Introduction to the Simulation

Step 1: Expeain to the etass that they wite now pteparte to stage a

simutation o6 an "Intetnationat Human Richts Conlietence" in

the ctasstoom. They will be representing groups of nations

from all over the world, meeting to make recommendations on

alleged Human Rights violations.

Step 2: Have students tead, "Di66eting Views on Human Rights", pages

37-39 . The peice briefly describes varying perspectives

about Human Rights from four points of view: the Soviet Block,

the United States, post-colonial African nations, and Islamic

States. Explain that later the students will be asked to re-

present the viewpoints of these various nations at an Inter-

national Human Rights Conference activity.

Step 3: Lead a ceass discussion liocusing on the dililietences in view-

points among the vatious gtoups ptesented. Ask:

What countries are represented in the communistic group?

(Soviet Union, East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and

Cuba)

What form of government do these countries have?

(If students have difficulty in answering explain it is a

system called "democratic centralism" in which the Com-

r mist Party controls the government from top to oottom

based on the principles of Marxist ideology.)

What "Human Rights" pre emphasized by the communistic

countries?

(Social and economic rights such as the right to work,

education, and an adequate standard of living.)

Why do you think these rights are so important to these

countries?

(If students have difficulty answering, explain that

Communist ideology holds that there is a worldwide class

struggle between classes: Capitalists and workers. As

such, the workers are always exploited and need protec-

tion.)

What Human Rights are the first priority of the United

States?

(Political and Civil Rights are the United States'first

priority.)
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Where do ideas about these rights come from?

(They are embodied in the U. S. Constitution and

Bill of Rights and evolved from Western political

thought.)

What Human Rights are emphasized by the African nations?

(Dignity, worth, and basic needs of the Human Being;

fairer distribution of global wealth.)

What rights are mentioned in the list?

(The right to life, freedom from torture, the con-

demnation of apartheid.)

Why are these nations "particularly" sensitive to

imperialism?

(If students have trouble answering, explain that all

were recent colonies of western nations and are anxious

to remove any vestages of western economic and political

domination.)

Why is individual freedom not emphasized in Islamic

Societies?

(They believe that the state is subject to the dictates

of the Supreme Being. Therefore, individual freedom

cannot threaten the interests of the community.)

Why might Islamic nations have quarrels with western views

about Human Rights?

(Western nations arc secular states rather than religious

states. Therefore, they cio not link rights with religious

behavior. Islamic culture believes that people acquire

rights and freedoms only if they meet their obligations

to God. For example, in the United States freedom of

speech is a fitndamental right of individuals. As such a

person would have the right even to blaspheme against God.

Islamic states would recognize no such right.)

Why might it be difficult for these four groups to agree on

definitions of Human Rights? Why might it be difficult

for them t' agree on violations of Human Rights?

(Students might mention differing cultural assumptions and

priorities and political realities as hinderances.)
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DEVELOPMENT

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

APPLICATION

Divide the ctass into Sauk 9/amps (A, B, C, D). Assign

each of the groups one of the four viewpoints they just

discussed. Explain that each group will now review cases

of alleged Human Rights violations from the point of view

of their assigned roles. Refer students to the "Instruc-

tions for Delegates" on page 40 of the student materials.

Have each group Aead and discuzs "Atieged Human Rights Vio-

tatione using the degtegate instkuction sheet. (zee pp.39-40)

Cikeutate throughout the etas's/worn white the groups are

meeting. Make sure each group understands the text, dis-

cusses the questions and begins preparation of its pre-

sentation in a timely manner.

1. A Human Rights Conference:

Step 1: Arrange the etas's/worn so that the vakious groups are sitting

togetheA. The teacher will take the role of Conference

Moderator.

Step 2: Cate the spokespeAson Strom each o6 the groups (A, 5, C, V)

one at a time to make theiA pusentations to the a446.

Allow each a maximum of no more than five minutes.

Step 3: Open debate on the vaitious presentations and kecommendations

by meting on Group A to react to and ask questions o6 the

other three gAoups. Repeat pAocers Sots Groups 13, C, and V

(appAoximateey twenty minutes) .

Step 4: Adjourn the Conkkenee and thank .the delegates.

2. Debriefing Discussion:

What problems were encountered in getting the various representa-

tives to agree to a course of action for dealing with violations?

Why did they arise?
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What role could the United Nations play in enforcing Human Rights

throughout the world? Would it encounter the same kinds of pro-

blems? Why or why nog?

What other international methods have been tried for enforcing

Human Rights?

(Students might mention public pressure on the Soviet Union to

permit Jewish immigration, Amnesty International, embargo or

economic sanctions, etc....)

What other international methods might be workable?



PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION

All the world's a stage and all the men and women only players . . .

W. Shakespeare

Beneath the screaming headlines and clipped tones of newscasters

describing the going and comings of presidents, diplomats and
nation states lies a world made up of people. As individuals
and members of groups we live our lives seemingly protected from

global strife by bubbles of daily routine. Neither can we reach
outside those bubbles to control or affect the happenings in far
distant places. That is the domain of the expert and the power-
ful. In the bargain, we trade anxiety for the comforting thought
that there is precious little we can do about it all anyway.

This Perspective offers students an alternative point of view.
Through its use, they will learn to recognize the wide variety of

international actors in addition to states and their representatives.

They will examine the roles of multinational business, special
interest groups, international organizations, and even terrorists.
Further, they will observe actors defining interests, developing

policies and interacting politically and legally to shape the
ever dynamic global'environment.

However, implicit in this perspective is an even more important

area of inquiry for students. Beyond the case studies and tools

for analysis of actors and their relationships lies a question:
How can I as an individual affect the world in which I live?

The first answers come in an awareness of what others are doing,

in their jobs, in their commitment to ideals, in their bonding

with others,-and sometimes with their courage. It is hoped that

these materials might help some young people take that first step.
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

OVERVIEW

There are literally hundreds of ways of looking at the complex

international system. This perspective is designed to expand

students' awareness of the many types of entities that affect

the international system and how through their activities and

relationships it is shaped.

Political scientists call the participants in the international

system Actors and have devised various classifications of the

various types. For example, Richard Mansbach has a typology

that includes five different categories of non-state actors in

international affairs.*

1. Interstate Governmental Actors, such as the United

Nations, Organization of American States, European

Common Market.

2. Interstate Nongovernmental Actors, such as the Inter-

national Red Cross, multi-national corporations,

terrorists.

3. Governmental Noncentral Actors, such as cities,

provinces, separatist groups.

4. Intrastate Nongovernmental Actors, such as the Ford

Foundation, Irish Republican Army, Presbyterian Church.

5. Individuals, such as Che Guevara, Andrew Carnegie, and

Mahatma Gandhi.

*Richard Mansbach, et.al., quoted in Lee F. Anderson,
Schooling and Citizenship in a Global Age: An Exploration of the
Meaning and Significance of Global Education, Bloomington,
Indiana: Social Studies Development Center, 1979, pp. 194-225.
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In general, in these materials we will group the actors in a

slightly simpler fashion than Mansbach's typology. Our categories

are: national governments and their official representatives, pri-

vate individuals, international governmental organizations, non-

governmental international organizations and sub-national organiza-
tions and intrastate actors. (See Mansbach's description for
Intrastate.)

INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

IGO's are international organizations in which two or more

nation-states are members. They range in size from regional

groups such as the Organization of American States (OAS) and

the European Common Market to multinational organizations such
as the United Nations. In a study by Butterworth (1976) and

Haas, Butterworth and Nye (1972) five IGO's were identified

as having a significant impact on the international system,

the UN, OAS, OAU, Arab League, and the Council of Europe.

in three hundred and ten (310) cases of interstate conrlicts

between 1945 and 1975, 70% of all conflict management efforts

were carried out by these five organizations, and half were
managed successfully.

NONGOVERNMENTAL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Nongovernmental actors, NGO's have greatly expanded in recent
years. These groups include individuals who share interests

that transcend national boundries, including religious, environ-

mental, political, ethnic, and economic ties. Examples of
NGO's are the Roman Catholic Church, the Olympic Committee,

multinational corporations, labor organizations, the Boy Scouts

and Girl Scouts, the International Red Cross, Amnesty International,
and Kiwanis International. Many of these groups have policies,

goals, and economic resources for operating in the international
system. Not all NGO's are peaceful actors. We might include

the international terrorist groups in this category of nongovern-

mental actors; their methods include sabbotage, assassination,
hijacking, invasion of consulates, and the taking of hostages.
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SUBNATIONAL ACTORS

There are other governmental actors in international relations

that represent lev1s below the nationstate or the international

organization. These include the cities, counties, and provincial

governments, who have often received most attention for their

actions as part of separatist movements in Canada, Nigeria,

and the Congo. Many cities and states maintain an active relation-

ship with other nations in attempting to encourage trade or

investment. The following chart illustrates some of the connec-

tions that might be found between two cities in different

nations, in this case Columbus and Toronto.
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INDIVIDUALS

By individual international actors we mean people who through

their actions or influence have an effect across national

boundaries. Examples might include philosophers, writers,

musicians, artists, philanthropists, spiritual leaders,

scholars and political activists.

In addition to the various actors, this Perspective also

focuses on some of the means by which they order their

relations. Treaties, resolutions, contracts, and covenants

are written forms of agreement between two parties. Informal

agreements are also common, as in the recent memorandum signed
by the U.S. and Canada, concerning each countries' intent in

dealing with the problem of transboundary air pollution,

especially the problem of acid rain. As such, throughout

these materials, students examine international relationships
i terms of national policy making, international treaty

making, and the workings of mutual defense pacts.

There are two major reasons for giving students this more complex
view of the international arena. The first is that it represents

a more accurate picture of reality: our world has changed a

great deal in the last thirty years as transnational contacts

increased at a rapid rate. The second reason is related to the

goals of citizenship education. If we want students to be

prepared to responsibly participate in society, they need to

understand their own role in affecting international events.

As members of ethnic groups, special interest groups, employees,

stockholders, consumers, and as voters in the American political

system, individuals can act along with others to influence

world events.

Teaching the Perspective

1. In Sequence: This method offers a concept-building

approach in which students begin by learning to identify

and group the various types of international actors and
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progress to analyzing, through case study and activities,

some of the relationships which exist between and among

actors. If this method is chosen the teacher can use

the lesson plans in order (approximately 15 days worth

of material) or use Lesson Plan #1 and select from

remainder lesson plans and activities as interest and

time permit.

2. Infusion Method: This approach offers teachers strategies

and materials for use within the context of their existing

courses to provide students with applications or supple-

mental presentations concerning topics currently being

studied. For example, a teacher of U.S. government might

be interested in using the hostage negotiation manuscript

from Lesson Plan #5 when discussing the function of the

U.S. State Department and the Presidency.

Lesson Plan Description and Infusion Key

Lesson Plan #1: An Introduction to International Actors

This lesson plan introduces students to the concept of inter-

national actors other than traditional nation-states. Included

are nongovernmental organizations and individuals who take part

in transnational activities and influence world politics , pp. 57-61.

Lesson Plan #2: Nongovernmental International Organizations

In this lesson plan, students focus more in-depth on the role

of nongovernmental organizations in the global system. These

studies focus on multinational business, terrorists, and the

International Red Cross. (International Relations, U.S.

Government, Current Events.), pp. 63-69.

Lesson Plan #3: International Governmental Organizations

An introduction to the range of int,,mational governmental

organizations which affect the global scene. Included are
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case studies of and activities relating to NATO and the

Warsaw Pact. (World History, Contemporary American

Problems, U. S. History, Current Events.) pp. 70-73.

Lesson Plan #4: Americans Held Hostage The Secret

Negotiations

In this lesson plan, students will recreate an abbreviated

version of an ABC News Special Report on the Iranian hostage

crisis. The activity illustrates the diverse actors-indi-

viduals, nation-states and international organizations which

participated in the effort to gain the release of the

American hostages. (U. S. Government, International Realtions,

Contemporary American Problems.) pp. 74-83.
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Lesson Plan #1

TITLE: AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL ACTORS

PURPOSE

In this lesson plan, students are introduced to the wide range

of entities and individuals which act across natural boundaries

to affect world politics. We call them international actors.

The first segment introduces students to the concept of actors

beyond the traditional nation-state through the use of

brainstorming, reading and discussion activity. In the second

segment, the concept of international actors is enlarged to

include individuals. The third segment gives students an

opportunity to review what they have learned and begin grouping

actors into recognized categories.

MATERIALS

1.) "The Big Time". Source: Kenneth A. Switzer and
Charlotte Redder, Teaching about Diversity: Latin America,
(Denver: Center for Teaching International Relations,
1978), p. 141.

2.) "Sweden's Mystery Hero". Source: World Press Review,
November, 1980, pp. 32-34.

3.) "Strawberry Fields Forever". Source: Newsweek
Magazine, December 22, 1980.

4.) "International News Briefs". Source: Los Angeles Times
and BusiAess Week.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1, Reading and Discussion

(Unite the tenm, "Intetnationat Actots" on the chatkboatd.

Exptain to students that one deiinition o6 an intetnationat

acton is any entity, gnoup on individuat taking pang in a

ttansnationat activity (activities between on among various

nations) to inituence wottd potitics.
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For example, a person working for a local charity

to help the unemployed would not be an international

actor. But, if that charity began planning relief

operations in Southeast Asia with Taiwanese officials,

then the charity would be functioning as an

international actor. Have students read "Big Time", p. 44.

Why are General Motors and IBM international

actors?

(Students should reclgnize that both sell

their products internationally and are affected

by international affairs, i.e. the Japanese

import quotas in the case of General Motors.)

What different types of international actors

are listed in this handout?

(Nation-state governments, multinational

corporations, the governments of individual

states within the United States, cities within

the United States.)

Hcw many of each type are listed?

(Eleven national governments, eleven multinational

corporations, two state (U.S.) governments, one

city government.)

(As each type is identified, write it on the board.)

What was the criterion used to select these

twenty -five organizations as the "largest" in

the world?

(Yearly revenues.)
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2. Brainstorming Activity

Lead a bnain4taxming activity in which 4tudent4 genexate

additional exampte4 o6 intennationat actous. kok:

Other than countries (nation-states) what other

examples of international actors can you think

of? Why is it an international actor?

(Students should suggest and support additional

examples. For example, the United Nations, NATO,

OAS, multinational businesses and special interest

groups such as the Roman Catholic Church, the

Red Cross, trade associations.)



DEVELOPMENT: Individuals as Actors

1. Reading and Discussion

Re6et you,t. Atudentz to, "A Symba 6oll. Humanity", pp. 44-45.

Explain that in addition to groups and organizations,

individuals too can be international actors if they

take part in a transnational activity to influence

world affairs. A4 they 'Lead the piece, az/a Atudents

to decide whethen Rame WaLeenbeng Ahmed be conAideted

an intetnationaZ actot in hi4 own 4.ight on a4 a

tepte4entative (36 the SwediA* govennment. Then a4k:

Who was Raoul Wallenberg?

(A Swedish citizen of a wealthy family who

went to Hungary in 1944 to help save Jews

from Nazi extermination camps.)

What was Wallenberg's method for saving Jewish

victims?

(He would distribute temporary Swedish

citizenship papers and hide Jews in "safe houses".)

How many Jews is Wallenberg credited in saving?

(Between 25,000 and 50,000 or more.)

What happened to Raoul Wallenberj?

(He was arrested by the Soviets at the end of

the war and disappeared.)

Thinking about our definition of international

actor, do you think Raoul Wallenberg qualifies?

Why?

SO
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(Given that he was involved in international

activities and did influence world affairs,

he is an international actor. A question could

arise about whether he should be considered a

representative of a nation-state, i.e. a national

actor, or an individual actor. Since his

diplomatic status was incidental to his work,

we have considered him an individual actor.)

2. Reading and Activity

Have ztudentz nead "Stnawbenny FieLiz Foneven", pp. 45-46.

Az they nead, azh ztudentz to decide i6 John Lennon was

an iqtennationaZ ac ton. Then azh:

Thinking about the definition we have been using

for international actor, who thinks John Lennon

qualified as an international actor? Who does not?

Azlz nepnezentativez o6 each point o6 view to zuppont theirs

pozitionz. Students might argue that through his music,

words and politics, Lennon does meet the criteria as

demonstrated by the reaction to his death. Others might

argue that his influence was only indirect and too limited

to be considered as such. Conclude the debate by explaining

that there is no right answer, the complexities of

international connections, and politics often makes the

definition difficult to apply.

Discussion Question:

Can you think of other individuals (not government

officials) who are or have been international actors?

Who are they?

(Students should be encouraged to identify

examples and support their opinions. Examples

might include, Eleanor Roosevelt, Kurt Waldheim,

Simon Weisenthal, Ralph Nadar, Pope John Paul 'la
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APPLICATION

Reading and Activity: Grouping International Actors

Re6en your students to "Intetnationat News Btie64", and the

"Student Wotksheet", page 47. Ask them to cate6utty

'Lead the matetiat, especiatty the desctiption o6 the types

actots, be6ote compteting the activity. As students work

copy the blank chart on the chalkboard. (Leave plenty of

space beneath each heading.) Then .lead a class discussion

Ln which the ctass iiitts Ln the chatt. When the chant on

the board is completed, compate it with the Ottowing:

International
Organizations

National
Governments

Intrastate
Organizations

Private
Individuals

Formosa Plastics U.S. (Haig) Texas Reischauer

Amnesty International Taiwan Anglican Church

NATO Britain (Thatcher)
(British)

Iran
Basque Separatists

Spain

Diplomats of:
Austria, Uraguay,
El Salvador, and
Japan

Then have students come to the board and citcte att o6 the

non-govetnmentat actots.

If time permits, select items from the cumulative list the

class has been keeping and place them in the appropriate

category on the chart. (You may wish to have students copy

down the chart and add to it whenever a new actor is en-

countered. In addition, it can serve as a basis of a home-

work assignment. Have students survey newspaper articles

and identify additional examples of actors for inclusion on

the chart.)
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

LESSON PLAN #2

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Salvador Allende

On September 4, 1970, Salvador Allende was elected President

of Chile by a narrow margin. On October 24 of that year the

Chilean Congress affirmed Allende's election. Although

Allende called himself a Socialist and was elected through

the democratic process, many people felt that Allende's

election represented the spread of Communism to South

America. The Nixon Administration held this view.

One of Allende's first projects upon gaining office was to

"nationalize" foreign industry. This meant that the Chilean

government would take over ownership of all corporations and

factories on Chilean land. The multinational corporations

would be paid for what was confiscated, but they usually

were not satisfied.

ITT was not alone in its attitude toward Allende. "In

Sentember 1973...international banks and financial institutions

took an increasingly dim view of Allende's domestic economic

policy and refused to extend credit to Chile."1 This action

caused an extreme inflation in the Chilean economy. This

economic instability contributed to the Chilean military's

ability to stage a coup d'etat (the violent overthrow or

alteration of.an existing government by a small group).

UNCTAD: The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

was established in 1964. The program consists of conferences

held every four years for the purpose of increasing trade of

developing countries in order to speed up their economic
development.

'James A. Nathan, James K. Oliver, United States Foreign
Policy and World Order, (Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,
1-437-6), p. 14.



PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Lesson Plan #2

TITLE: NON-GOVERNMENTAL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

PURPOSE

In this lesson plan, students focus on the role of non-governmental

organizations (NGO's) in the global system. These groups,

though not officially connected with any national government,

have a substantial and growing affect on the lives of people

across national boundaries. The first segment introduces the

range of non-governmental international organizations including

multinational business. In the second segment, students consider

one of the most controversial types of NGO's, terrorists. In

the final segments students examine the International Red Cross

and analyze its traditional role in the context of modern

political realities.

MATERIALS

1.) "ITT in Chile". Source: Lee Anderson, Schooling and
Citizenship in a Global Age, (Bloomington: Social Studies
Development Center, Indiana University, 1979), pp, ?16-217.

2.) "Terrorism". Source: Senior Scholastic, February 8, 1979,
pp. 7-12.

.3.) "The International Red Cross". Source: Los Angeles Chapter,
American National Red Cross, November, 1973.

4.) "Red Cross Goal: New Rules For Victims of War". Source:
Los Angeles Times.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Lecture and Discussion

R)view teacher background material on p. 52 of Teachers Guide.

PAezent a biLie6 tectute bayed on the6e mateAiatz which hetp

ztudentz devetop an undeutanding o6 NG01z, inctuding the

fottowing de6inition:
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Non-governmental organizations are "associations

of inuividuals or privace groups in different

nations who share common interests that transcend

national boundaries:' These groups are also

called transnational organizations'.

At the conctuaion o6 the Lecture, Lead a eta44 dizetazion

in which 4tudent4 neeatt the e44entiat pointA and genekate

additionat exampLe4 o6 NG014. To stimulate student

response you may wish to refer to the final activity in

the previous lesson, "International News Briefs" and have

students circle each item representing a non-governmental

organization. This list can then be added to as students

generate additional examples.

2. Reading and Discussion: The Influence of International

Business and the I.T.T.

Reber your ztudentA to "ITT in Chite", pp, 48-49. Az a

e2a44, 'Lead .through the handout. Be sure that students

understand the background, the terminology involved,

the possible effects each tactic would have on the

Allende government and the reasons ITT might have for

taking such actions. (See Teacher Background p. 63)

Then Lead a eta44 dizetazion Occaing on the Ottowing
queztion4:

What is ITT trying to do, according to this

strategy? Why?

(ITT was trying to remove Salvador Allende from

the Presidency of Chile because they felt threatened

by his socialist economic policies.)

'Lee Anderson, Schooling and Citizenship, in a Global A e:
An Exploration of the Meaning and Significance of Global
ducation, (Bloomington, Indiana: Social Studies
Development Center, Indiana University, 1979), p. 202.
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What other international actors did ITT plan

to involve in its maneuvers?

(Banks, the CIA, newspapers, other governments.)

What was ITT's main weapon in its fight with

the Allende government?

(Economic pressure...)

Judging from this list of strategy points, did

ITT have an advantage over the Allende government?

If so, what?

(Yes. The Chilean economy had problems when

Allende took over and his new socialist programs

were expens:.ve and made him financially vulnerable.)

Can you think of any other ways in which multinational

corporations might influence the actions or

interactions of official governments? What does

this say about their role in global politics?

(i.e. Foreign investment as in the case of

South Africa, opening plants and factories in

foreign countries and hiring cheaper foreign

labor, lobbying national governments for

changes in trade laws, etc. Thereby multi-

national corporations can have a tremendous

influence on global politics.)
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DEVELOPMENT

Reading and Discussion Terrorists and International

Actors. Re6eAgmAztudenta to, "Texxoxize pp. 49-51 and

dixect 4tudent4 to decide whether the textoxizt oxga-

nizationz' de4cxiption4 6it into theix own de6inition

o6 non-govexnmentat oxganization4 (RGO'4). Lead a

e(144 di4cuzzion Occaing on the Ottowing que4tion4:

Thinking about our definition of NGO's, do you

think the international terrorist organizations

fit the definition? Why or why not?

What nations have been affected by terrorism?

(Italy, Spain, the Middle East, Israel.)

Which world area has had the most terrorist

incidents? (See chart)

(Western Europe.)

What terrorist groups are described? Where do

they come from?

(Baader-Meinhof Gang West Germany, the Japanese

Red Army Japan, the Irish Republican Army

North Ireland, the PLO Palestine, the Red Brigade

Italy.)

What could terrorist groups gain by working together

against a particular government?

(Greater coverage of the globe, specialization of

tasks, better chances of avoiding arrest, etc.)

s What are some examples of the ways in Aich these

groups have tried to affect the policies of nations?

For what purpose?

(To gain individual attention for their causes

through kidnappings, bombings, murders and hijack.)
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2. Reading and Discussion

Re OA yours ztudentis to and have /Lead, "Red Cito44 Goat: New
Rata, 6o/l. victim4 6 Wan", pp. 51-52. Then Lead a zho/Lt
Oca4ing cl.L4cu44ion. Ass Ft:

What criticisms have been mace against the

International Committee of the Red Cross?

(That its performance in recent conflicts Nigeria,

Pakistan and Vietnam has not been effective;

that the ICRC is too inbred and Swiss controlled;

that the organization should take a more direct,

active role.)

What is the main function of the ICRC?

(To aid wounded and prisoners of war of all

countries in an international conflict.)

s Why did the ICRC experience problems in Vietnam?

(Because the North Vietnamese claimed it was an

"internal conflict" and not subject to ICRC

intervention.)

Why did ICRC experience problems in the Nigerian

conflict?

(Because the Nigerians viewed the relief efForts

as aiding the rebels.)

Why do ICRC officials believe that strict neutrality

is so important?

(In general, if the ICRC become involved in

pa'tisan politics, obstacles might arrive making

it impossible to perform necessary tasks.)
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APPLICATION

Writing Activities

ExpZain to ztudentz that in thin activity they zhoued

imagine themzelvez ass nelmezentativez o6 the ICRC in

the 6ietd. Familiarize students with the following facts:

You are a ICRC representative assigned to aid

wounded or captured rebels being held by government

troops in the backlands of Lufarill. The country

has been experiencing a b' )dy civil war and the

rebels are receiving weapons and supplies from

an unnamed superpower. In your preliminary investigation,

you notice that some of the persons show signs of

torture, are undernourished, and have not received

medical attention for their wounds. When you ask for

permission to lead a convoy of supplies and a medical

team into the area to provide to the persons, the

local government refuses permission.

Have ztudentz write a petition to the cent4at government

caking bon the 4ight -Lo aid the peazonz. They should support

their petition with the philosophy, past acts and policies

of the Red Cross as expressed in the reading. Additionally,

petitioners should suggest methods of providing aid which

will allay the possible fears of the government (i.e.

inspection of trucks, review of communiques, etc.)

Have ztudentz nead the-LA petit-Lanz and compare appnoachez.

CompZetf,_ the activity having ztudentz dizeuzz the

6oLeowing quation:

Should the ICRC take a more direct role in

pointing out human rights violations of the

countries involved in conflicts? Why or why not?
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

LESSON PLAN #3

TITLE: INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

PURPOSE

In this lesson plan, students will gain an awareness

about International Governmental Organizations (IGO's)

those organizations working across national boundaries

whose membership is comprised of officially designated

representatives from state governments. In the first

segment, students will be introduced to the notion and

examples of IGO's. In the second segment, students

will examine case studies of two IGO's, the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the United

Nations.

MATERIALS

1.) "Regional Security Organizations". Source: J. A.

Gillespie and J. J. Patrick, Comparing Political

Experiences, Political Systems, (Indiana: Depart-

ment of Political Science, Indiana University,

1975), pp. 141-152.

2.) "The Warsaw Treaty Organization". Source J. A.

Gillespie and J. J. Patrick, Comparing Political

Experiences, Political Systems, (Indiana: Depart-

ment of Political Science, Indiana University,

1975), pp. 154-157.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Lecture and Chart Reading

Review Teachers Ovetview matetiat tot this tesson plan on

page 52 and ptesent a tectute which:

1. Helps students distinguish between Non-governmental
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Organizations (NGO's) and International Governmental

Organizations (IGO's).

2. Provides students with examples and brief descriptions

of some IGO's. Conaude the tectu,Le by putting the

liottowing cheuLt on the boaltd. Exptain that intelmationat

coLganization4 can be g)Louped aceoLding to the extent o6

theiA. membutzhip and then. puooze cot. coLea o6 conce.tn.

Exptain the di66ment categoAie4 and de4oLibe a coupte

o: exampte4 o6 each.

BREADTH OF FUNCTIONS OR CONCERNS OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Universal or Very Broad Limited

United Nations Specializei Agencies such as:

World Hea..th Organization

UNESCO

Universal Postal Unioa

Food and Agriculture Organization

International Civil Aviation
Organization

etc.

Organization of
Ameri-an States

Organization of
Afri:an United

Arab League

etc.

Regional Security Organization as:

NATO and Warsaw Treaty Organization

Specific Economic, Social, Scientific
Organizations such as:

Int'l Whaling Commission

Int'l Sugar Council

Danube Commission

Inter-American Music Committee

Int'l Bureau of Weights and Measures

Pan American Health Organization

etc.

Bilateral Organizati ns such as:

Int'l Halibut Commission

Joint Brazil-U.S. Defense Commission
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Conctude the activity by having ztudentz generate additionat

I hiztonica. on contemponany examptez 10'4. Depending on

the examples, they too can be grouped on the chart. Examples

might include: SEATO, The League of Nations, the EEC, the

Common Market, etc.

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

1. Reading and Discussion: NATO

Have ztudentz /Lead "Regionat Secutity Onganizationz:

NATO and The Wanzaw Titeaty Onganization" pp. 53-55.

Az they /Lead, azk the ztudentz to make a tizt

att. the intennationat actonz they come acnozz.

Then azk:

Is NAM a broad range or limited international

organization? Why?

(Limited because it deals only with issues rf

security and is limited to a particular region.)

What national actors are represented on NATO'.

How many are there?

(12 Belgium, West Germany, Great Britain, Italy,

Iceland, Norway, The Netherlands, Luxemburg, Canada,

Denmark, France and C'e United States.)

What is a treaty?

(An agreement between or among nations.)

Why was NATO formed?

(To counter aggression by The Soviet Union.)

As an actor in the global system, how is NATO like

The United Nations?

e.g. members are national/state governments; states
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retain their sovereignty; it was created following

World War II.)

How is NATO different from The United Nations?

(e.g. limited membership, restricted to a specific

region, deals only with security issues.)

2. Reading and Discussion: The Warsaw Pact

Have 4tudent4 head, "The Wah4aw Treaty Ohganization",

pp. 56-57. Again cuiz 4tudent4 to identiliy the actoh4

involved. Then, Lead a di4cu44ion liocu4ing on the

6ottowing que4tion4:

In what ways is the Warsaw Treaty Organization like

NATO? How does it differ from NATO?

(Like NATO it is regional IGO and limited to

security matters; unlike NATO it is more one power

dominated and is more centralized.)

Wh,:. countries are included in The Warsaw Pact?

(The Soviet Union, East Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Poland, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria.)

Look at the map of the Soviet Bloc. What does

this tell you about the relative size and power

of the state actors in this region?

Now look back at the map from the NATO Handout.

How is this map distorted?

(The relative size of The United States is not

shown.)

Where are the European NATO countries in relation

to the Warsaw Pact countries? When was the Warsaw

Pact signed? In what ways might The North Atlantic

Treaty have influenced the creation of the Warsaw

Treaty?
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

LESSON PLAN #4

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1979 January 16th: The Shah flees Iran as revolutionary

forces take control of his country.

October: The Shah cows to America for medical treatment.

November 4th: Student militants seize the U.S. Embassy

in Iran.

1980 April 25th: American rescue mission fails; 8 crewmen die.

July 7th: The Shah dies in Egypt.

November: The Algerians begin the final negotiations.

1981 January 20th: The Carter administration ends; Reagan

becomes President; the hostages are freed.

For 444 days, fifty-two American hostages are held in Iran by

a group of Iranian militant students. Many people participated

in the legal, diplomatic, economic and military efforts to free

those hostages. But for fourteen months, there was one failure

after another. This unfortunate incident in American history can

teach us some lessons about the complex international system in

which we live.

The hostage crisis offers a vivid illustration of the

violation of international law and the resulting impact

on the international system. The American government

brought its case before the International Court of Justice,

charging that Iran had broken international laws that

protect diplomats, embassy personnel and property. Such

protections were set out in the Vienna Conventions of 1961

and 1963, the Treaty of Amity between the U.S. and Iran,

and 1973 Convention of the Prevention and Punishment of

Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons,

including Diplomatic Agents.
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The Court ruled in favor of the U.S., finding Iran in

violation of its international obligations, and requiring

the immediate release of the hostages and restoration of

the Embassy to American authorities. International

opinion supported the international law giving diplomats

immunity and protection, and many nations encouraged the

release of the hostages.

The Iranian response to the Court was to deny its jurisdiction

in the matter and ignore its rulings. Iran claimed that the

dispute was a domestic issue to be resolved within Iran; it

was not subject to int:rnational arbitration. The Embassy

seizure was regarded as "a marginal and secondary aspect of

an overall problem of United States interference in Iran".

This charge referred to the Iranian claim that American Embassy

personnel had assisted in the training of the SAVAK, the Shah's

police who had tortured and terrorized the Iranian people.

The revolutionary Iranian government also charged that the

C.I.A. had interfered in the affairs of a sovereign nation

by staging a coup in 1953 that put the Shah back in power.

The Ayatollah Khomeini, the Iranian religious leader, viewed

Western law as a creation of the Americans and Europeans in

order to protect their interests at the expense of weaker countries.

Khomeini asked an Egyptian journalist:

What's this international law? Is there anything in

international law which says anything about...conducting

a coup d'etat against a nationally and free-elected

government?

What l'ind of law is this? It permits the U.S. government

to exploit and colonize peoples all over the world for

decades. But it does not allow the extradition of an

individual who has staged great massacres. Can you call

it law?
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There is much in Islamic law as well as general international

law that provides for diplomatic immunity; the only sanction

against diplomats is 6'6 Ision. This is the issue that as

the focus of the Court's reply. The Iranians were interested

in other issuez. International law is vague on the subject of

ona state intervening into the affairs of another. Extradition

in America is not available against someone like the Shah who is

accused of "political cr:mes", and there was no extradition treaty

between the U.S. and Iran.4

In addition to the clash over international law, there was

another clash of values occurring within Iran. Some have

expressed it as the "neckties versus the turbans". The "neckties"

in this case are Iranians who are more secular, liberal, and

Western in their views. The "turbans" are those Iranians with

strong ties to traditional Islamic values, led by the :.:1;iitant

clergymen. For much of the negotiations, American officials

were talking to the liberal government officials who were in a

power struggle with the students and clergy. Carter kept depenling

on the promises of leaders such as Bani-Sadr and his foreign

minister, Ghotbzadeh, but it was really the clergy that had

the power.

The hatred directed at America, and flashed on television screens

nightly with pictures of demonstrators and slogans, was shocking

to many Americans. Iranians perceived America as a country that

supported the corrupt Shah and exploited Iran. America also

personified modernization, science, and secularism, all of which

threatened traditional Islamic values. 4s one student put it:
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We are not against modernization, but rather Westernization.

Even the Western people themselves accept the idea that

the West is corrupt. Everything is there, even prostitution,

even drinking. We do not have these things in Islam. The

Shah brought everything like that. ft should have been

divided between the good things of modernization, brought

without the corruption.5

The clash of values is dramatically illustrated in the following

transcript from an ABC News Special by Pierre Salinger,

"Americans Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations". The scenario

presented by Salinger demonstrates what many political scientists

have been arguing. The international arena is becoming more

and more complex, and the number of international actors is

increasing. It is not only a political elite that impacts

world events, but private individuals, international organizations,

groups within a nation-state, and of course, the media and

public opinion. In the Iranian crisis for example, negotiations

were conducted by a French lawyer and an Argentine businessman

who were serving as intermediaries, by the Secretary General of

the United Nations, by Yasir Arafat of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO), David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank

of New York, and by Islamic clergymen and university students.

Richard Falk, writing in a recent issue of the American Journal

of International Law sees an important task of government as

well as private individuals and non-governmental organizations.

He expresses the hope that international law and its institutions

can be refashioned in such a way that the Third World countries

look to law as a means of effective conflict management on the

international level. If international law is perceived as a

Western invention to protect the strong, it loses its power.
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Perhaps we can look forward to a redrafting of the

Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular Relations

as to more nearly balance the rights of the host country

to political independence with the rights of the

foreign country to diplomatic security.

The events in Iran show us that some clear rules of

international law have been broken, but they also suggest

that the content and impact of this law are arbitrary

and one-sided. This may be the moment for individuals,

churches, voluntary associations of various kinds to

assert a human concern that the future of international

law is not only a matter for governments.6

References

lAlexander Papachriston, "International Adjunication:
Embassy Seizure". United States v. Iran (1980) I.C.J. 3
Harvard International Law Journal, Volume 21, Fall 1980,
pp. 748-756.

2Khomeini speaking to Mohammed Keikal, ABC News,
"Americans Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations",
January 28, 1981.

3lnterview with the Ayatollah Khomeini, Time,
January 7, 1980, p. 27.

4Richard Falk, "The Iran Hostage Crisis: Easy Answers
and Hard Questions", American Journal of International Law,
Volume 74, Number 2, April 1980, pp. 411-417.

5Student militant quoted by John Kifner, "How a Sit-In
Turned Into a Seige", New York Times Magazine, Special Issue:
America in Captivity, May 1981, p. 63.

6Richard Falk, p. 416.
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PERSPECTIVE III: ACTORS AND RELATIONSHIPS

LESSON PLAN #4

TITLE: "AMERICA HELD HOSTAGE: THE SECRET NEGOTIATIONS"

PURPOSE

In this lesson, students will recreate an abbreviated version

of a journalist's repot of the crisis in Iran. The report

illustrates the diverse actorsindividuals, nation-states,

international organizationswho participated in the effort

to gain the release of the American hostages. In the first

segment, students will be introduced to the activity and

assigned roles. In the second segment, students will recreate

a newsbroadcast about the hostage negotiations. In the third

segment, students debrief the activity and will group the actors

encountered according to the typology previously introduced.

MATERIALS

"America Held Hostage: The Secret Negotiations". Source:
Transcript of ABC News Special Report by Pierre Salinger, ABC-TV,
January 28, 1981. (ABC News, 7 West 66th Street, New York,
New York, 10023.)

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Preparing for a Simulated Broadcast

Exptain that students wilt paitticipate in a simulated

TV news speciat, based on the ABC News Speciat Report by

Piet/Le SatingeA. The report highlights the role of the

many international actors who participated in an effort

to release the American hostages. The most difficult role

is that of Salinger who will be telling the story, with

brief cuts to the various characters who have an important

part in the story. Before beginning the simulation, the

teacher may wish to introduce the Iranian situation using

information provided in Teacher Background, pp. 74-78.
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Choose one of your most effective speakers for Salinger's

role. Assign the roles for 10 students and have them

face the class with name cards on their desks.

1. Pierre Salinger

2. Announcer

3. Habib Chatty

4. Bruno Kreisky

5. Christian Bourguet

6. Reporter

7. Hamilton Jordan

8. Jimmy Carter

9. Mike Connor

10. Robert Carswell

Visual Aids:

In addition, assign 2 or 5 students to be in charge of props

for the broadcast. Salinger and the other role players

should each have a name card with their names in large letters

so the class can easily identify the speakers. Maps of the

world, the Persian Gulf, Iran, United States, Europe and

South America should be visible or could be flashed on a

large screen during the broadcast. Pictures of the various

participants in the crisis could be shown (perhaps with an

opaque projector or using segments of a filmstrip on the

hostages) as the story unfolds.

Observers

Divide the nemainden o6 the ca.44 into 6oun gnouo o6 ob4enven4

who ane 4tudying di66enent acton4 in the cnizi4

1. International Governmental Organizations (IGO's)

2. National governments and their officials

3. Intrastate organizations

4. Private individuals
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Each group will note any actor mentioned during the broadcast

that falls into their assigned category. These tists w1.0

be put on the board Wen the bnoadcast, and each group wilt

report its iiindings.

Sample List

International Organizations

U.N. (Waldheim), U.N. Commission, Islamic Conference

(composed of government officials representing 41 Islamic

countries), and the PLO (Yasir Arafat).

National Governments and Their Officials

U.S. (Carter, Brzezinski, Jordan, Carswell, Marines,

American embassy personnel), Iran (Eani-Sadr, Ghotbzadeh,

Iranian Parliament Revolutionary Council), Tunisia, Panama,

West Germany (Schmidt), Austria (Kreisky), Algerian delegation.

Intrastate Organizations, Groups

Iranian students, Islamic clergymen, Chase Manhattan Bank,

Federal Reserve Bank of New York

Private Individuals

Kissinger, Rockefeller, Shah, Bourguet, Tabatabai

2. Conduct the Simulated Broadcast (pp. 58-61)

Retien your student's to the tnanscnipt.* Have students moth.

thein pants and conduct the bnoadcast.

3. Teacher-Directed Liscussion

Wen the note peay, .dead a discussion o6 the vanious actors

who panticipated in this intennationat cnisis, and the

methods used to achieve thein goats. The following questions

might be included in such a discussion:

*Complete 71 page transcript, "America Held Hostage: The
Secret Negotiations", (January 28, 1981) is available
from ABC News, 7 West 66th Street, New York, New York, 10023.
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1. Have the obsenven wnite than tiAts o6 actons on the

ehatkboand. Ask the observers to explain the role

that each international actor played in the hostage crisis.

Ask the rest of the students if they have any additions

to make to the lists or any disagreement with the

categories in which certain actors have been placed.

a. Who were the most important actors? Why?

b. Was there any difference in the role played by
national governments and such international
organizations as the U.N. and the PLO?

c. What roles can private individuals play that are
difficult for government representatives to play?

d. Why was Tabatabai important to the negotiations?

2. Why did the militant students seize the embassy?

What did Iran want from the United States?

(The return of the Shah)

3. Is it illegal to take over a foreign embassy?

(Explain to the students the information about international

law included in the Teacher Background.)

4. Why do you think there is a long-standing legal code

that protects diplomatic personnel?

(You might point out that communication between nations

with different languages and cultures is greatly

facilitated by embassy staff familiar with both countries.

Embassies are also used to provide information on any

charges occurring in a foreign country.)

S. Explain to the students that the International Court of

Justice ruled that Iran violated an international legal

code that protects diplomats, embassy personnel and

property. Why didn't this high court's ruling put an

end to the conflict?

(Because Iran did not recognize the court's authority.)
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6. What, if anything, can be done to prevent violations

of international law such as the taking of hostages

and embassy seizures?

7. What means were used to free the hostages in addition

to an appeal to the International Court of Justice?

8 Read Falk's quotation in the Teacher Background Section

to the class. What role does he see for church groups,

individual and other private groups in affecting

international law? Can these groups make an impact?

9. What did Pierre Salinger mean by his closing comment:

(The hostages) "return home was a victory of the

human spirit, but not a victory for America"?

10. One journalist has asked, "57,000,000 lives were lost

in Vietnam. Why was there so much concern about the

lives of the 52 American hostages in Iran ?' How would

the students answer his question?
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PERSPECTIVE FOUR: WORLD ORDER

INTRODUCTION

Throughout history humanity has dreamed about the possibility

of order and predictability in its affairs. Beginning with

the earliest social units the family, the tribe, the

village -- and moving to more sophisticated social and

political structures such as cities and states, attempts

have been made to assure peace and cooperation among people.

They have not always been successful. War, social disruption,

and strife also have cruelly marked the human experience.

In our international experience, we hover somewhere between

these dreams and nightmares -- searching for alternatives to

chaos, but never quite realizing them.

In this perspective, we introduce students to several different

models of world order -- both actual, historical examples and

theoretical models. Students will examine how, in various

periods of history, law and government brought order to the

international domain. In the case of the Concert of Europe,

for example, the "balance of power" model functioned for a

hundred years, due in large part to the fact that the nations

of Europe were fairly evenly matched in technological and

military strength. Through such examples, students will

learn that economic and political factors play a vital role

in both the evolution and disintegration of any system of

order.

Students will also examine international order in today's

world and in the world of the future. Will there ever be

effective world government? Would it be desirable? What

form could it take? What is international law? Do nations

abide by this law? What happens to international law when

the political reality is that there are a few very strong

nations and many weaker nations? How does the system we have

today compare to past models of international order?
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OVERVIEW

"World Order" often conjures up a vision of a world govern-

ment, highly centralized and regimented, supported by an

international police force and military. The novel 1984

offered visions of such a world. But when historians,

political scientists and legal scholars use the term, they

are usually referring to different models for ordering the

relationships of human groups on an international scale.

World order models may be regional in nature, such as the

great Chinese dynasties or the organization of the Holy Roman

Empire. There are models of world order, such as the view

of our world as being bi-polar, in which the only important

actors are major powers (U.S. and the U.S.S.R.). There also

have been attempts at bringing order to human affairs by

extending a significant role to all nations great and small.

The League of Nations and the United Nations exemplify such

experiments.

Historians have provided us with a glimpse of attempts at

bringing order among states over time. In this perspective

we will look at five such attempts: Early Empires, the Chinese

and Roman; the Church and the Middle Ages; the Early Modern

Era; the Concert of Europe; and the Collective Security

organizations -- the League of Nations and the United Nations.

Another of the lessons to be learned from such a study is

that the type of order created reflects the underlying

political realities and concepts of that time be it one

power hegemony, feudalism, sovereignty, nationalism,

balance of power or bipolarity.

Throughout human history there have been many examples of

efforts to establish order over a vast area of our globe.

Rulers have used various means to control empires made up

of diverse races, religions, and traditions. Some have tried
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to extend their own legal system to include conquered peoples

of other cultures. Yet, very few empire-builders respected

the culture of the societies they controlled. Exploitation

of people and natural resources was common. Obtaining the

"consent of the governed" was not a cherished value: but

bringing "civilization" as defined by the Chinese, Romans,

Turks, Crusaders, Europeans, and many others, was an important

goal.

In our survey, we look at two such attempts; the Chinese and

the Roman. Both institutionalized their political inflTience

over a wide array of peoples and large geographic regions.

Through a centralized and creative administration, both

controlled and ordered the world as they knew it. Law played

a significant role, especially in the case of the Roman Empire.

"Universal" Roman law as created in the Capitol and applied to

the provinces, became a model for generations to come and had

a significant impact on later western legal systems and

philosophies.

The Middle Ages

With the breakup of Pax Romana, Roman Europe succumbed to a

period of upheaval and political diffusion. Threatened by

external foes from the north and east, people looked for

protection by forming allegiances on the local level. These

unstable political conditions gave rise to the early vestiges

of feudalism with kings and nobles exercising control over

relatively small areas. The local population swore fealty

in exchange for a modicum of security. Still, mankind

sought a stabilizing force for bringing order to what, in

comparison to Pax Romana, must have seemed a brutal and

chaotic time. Of all the institutions of the Middle Ages,

the Church offered the best chance of fulfilling the role

once held by Rome. It could provide a moral voice, even if

it were unable in any ongoing way to provide the military and

political muscle to impose order.
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To shore up the defunct "universal" Roman law, the notion

of a "Natural Law" complemented by the Church's ecclesiastical

law developed. Drawing on Greek and Roman ideas, medieval

philosophers contended that there existed a body of legal

principles and a sense of right that applied to all people

everywhere. Moreover, its precepts could be discovered

through the processes of apriori reasoning. In effect,

natural law existed "in the air" merely waiting for the

embrace of right-thinking men, no matter what their position

in life might be. In addition, since the Church's law applied

to all Christians, it too functioned in what is now the

international domain. The sanctity of treaties, the right

to make war, and arbitration all came under the auspices of

the Pope.

The Early Modern Era

The Thirty Years War ushered in a new era. What began as a

religious feud among medieval societies, ended with the birth

of modern states and the secularization of Europe. Gone

forever was the preeminent role of the Roman Catholic Church

and its Holy Roman Empire in political affairs. To meet

the new realities the doctrine of Sovereignty developed.

It held that the highest authority possible rested in the

hands of the heads of theoretically equal states. To each

monarch within his or her domain passed the mantle which once

cloaked Popes and Roman Emperors. Although the notion of

Sovereignty did address the new political reality in Europe,

it also raised some thorny questions. If there was no

higher authority than the individual states, what authority

could regulate them domestically or internationally? If

quarrels arose among them, who would arbitrate? Would a

cycle of endless war with nothing to determine who was right

and who was wrong be mankind's fate? Certainly, each monarch

was answerable to his own god, through the divine right of

kings, but what if the same god gave different messages.
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The first hint of an answer, philosophically at least,

came from the work of Hugo Grotius and other scholars.

Grotius approached the problem in terms of war. He posited

that wars were "just" or "unjust" using factors such as the

motivation of the states and the cause involved. More

importantly, the principle was advanced that the actions of

states were not above law, but instead, just as individuals

were bound by a natural law, so were states. From this early

"law of nations" evol7ed our modern ideas about international

law.

The Concert of Europe

Essential to the political system between 1818 and 1914 was

the concept of the "balance of power". Through shifting

alliances, the Europeans aligne'. themselves in such a way

that no one side was clearly militarily stronger than another.

Hence, a certain stability was reached and all-out wars were

avoided for nearly one hundred years. Because of this system

which promoted a certain stability on the ContinentlEurope

was able to dictate policy to the rest of the world. Inter-

national politics, and for that matter law, became European-

ized in a way never before possible. Colonial nations often

learned to their detriment the reality of this new state

of affairs.

At the same time, the rise of nationalism fostered the emergence

of the concept of consent. The European nations held fast to

the belief that no state, at least no powerful state, could be

forced to accede to a higher will than its own. The applica-

bility of international law was thus held to be limited to

situations in which a state assented through treaty, accord

or international agreement.

Ultimately, the Concert of Europe, relatively stable for so

long, was doomed when the European powers were dragged into

the First World War by their entangling alliances.
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Collective Security

This century has seen two attempts'to bring world order through

the use of international organizations, the League of Nations

and the United Nations. In both cases, membership was extended

to nations all over the world. Both were designed to ba a

forum for settling international conflict, a source for

international law and to provide a peacekeeping function

through collective security. Under collective security, nations

foreswear the use of force in international disputes and pledge

to come to the aid of nations who are attacked by aggressors.

With both examples, problems arise in defining "aggression" and

in getting signatory nations to agree to act.

Further complicating the work of these international organizations

has been the century's complex and difficult political and

economic realities. For example, how can collective security

be effective in the face of a Great Depression or bipolarity

when two super powers have the power to annihilate the globe?



DESCRIPTION AND INFUSION KEY

Lesson Plan 1: Building An Empire

This lesson Plan begins the exploration of historical and

future models for world order. Students will explore the

scope and impact of the Chinese and Roman Empire in

ancient history, pages 91-95.

Lesson Plan 2: The Rise of the Nation-State

This Lesson Plan examines the rise of the nation-state,

the concept of national sovereignty, and the development

of international law to meet the new political realities

which resulted, pages 96-102.

Lesson Plan 3: The Concert of Europe

This Lesson Plan focuses on the balance of power system

as it functioned among the nations of 19th Century Europe.

In a case study, students will examine the impact of this

system on a non-European area of the world, through the

division of Africa by the European powers, pages 103-109.

Lesson Plan 4: Collective Security The League of Nations

This Lesson Plan introduces the theory of collective

security and the evolution of the League of Nations. The

limitations of this collective security system are then

examined in terms of the Ethiopian crisis of 1934-36,

pages 110-116.

Lesson Plan 5: A New World Order

In this Lesson Plan, students consider the future. In so

doing, students will be asked to analyze and discuss a

number of hypothetical models of world order and develop

one of their own for use by future generations, pages

117-118.
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

Lesson Plan #1

TITLE: BUILDING AN EMPIRE

PURPOSE

In this lesson students will encounter two empires, one built

by the Han Dynasty in China and the other empire built by the
Romans in Europe and the Mediterranean. The introductory
lessons focus on the geographical scope of these two empires.

The next lessons show the various means used to bring order to

a vast empire, filled with diverse peoples and cultures.

MATERIALS

1.) The Roman Peace. Source: Donald R. Dudley, The Civilization
of Rome, (New York: New American Library, 1962), pp. 179-180.

2.) The Early Imperial Age. Source: H. Kublin, China, (Boston:
FIT.TIFITTFTRITITTEC5ITTany, 1972), pp. 51-55.

3.) Roman Law. Source: R. R. Palmer, J. Colton, A History of
The Modern World, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Incorporated,
1971), pp. 11-12.

4.) How Scholars Reigned. Source: H. Kublin, China: Selected
Readings, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972), pp.
71-76.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Individual Wcrk: "The Roman Peace", page 64.

Have students 'Lead "The Roman Peace" and Zocate the aitea

descitibed on a map. You may wish to have them draw maps of
the Roman Empire. Review the reading with the following

discussion questions:
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How much of the world was covered by the Roman

Peace?

(Use the map to help students visualize the extent

of the Roman Empire in Europe, Asia and Africa.)

Why do you think the term Roman Peace was used

to describe the System imposed by Rome?

(Students should understand that the Romans imposed

peace and order in the regions under their control.)

What helped hold the Roman Empire together?

(Use cf military force, roads, the use of a single

currency, law, religious toleration.)

2. Reading and Discussion: "The Early Imperial Age", pages 64-65.

Re6en students to the neading setection. Fottowing these

neadings, 6ocu4 the discussion on the geognaphicat tocation

o6 the Chineze Empine. Use a timeline to orient the students

to what was happening in both the East and the West during

these times.

Discussion Questions:

When was the Chinese Empire founded?

(246 B.C., Ch'in Dynasty)

How did the Emperor protect his empire?

(Using his armies, he crushed all resistance. He

drafted one million men to build the Great Wall.)

How much of the world was covered by the Chinese

Empire in 750 A.D.?
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(Note on the map that the T'ang Dynasty ruled

over much of what is now China, Tibet, Nepal and

Korea as well as portions of Vietnam, India,

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union.)

What kind of contact was there between the Roman

Empire and China?

(During the Han Dynasty, silks from China were

traded for Roman glass, horses, precious stones,

ivory and cloth by means of the Silk Road trade

route. Ideas and cultural influences were also

exchanged during this period.)
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2. Reading and Discussion: "Roman Law", page 66.

Alitet the 4tudent4 have 'Lead the 4etection, Lead a di4cu44ion

tiocu4ing on the means used by the Romans to adminatet

thein gneat empine.

Discussion Questions:

What were the advantages of the political unification

of a large part of the Western world under the Romans?

What were the disadvantages?

(Advantages: Generations of peace, trade of goods

and ideas. Disadvantages: Loss of self-governing

and republican institutions as conquests expanded.)

Did the Romans use the principles of self-government

with the conquered peoples?

(No, these principles were largely restricted to the

city of Rome and to their early history.)

What was the Roman view of law?

(There is a higher, universal law, the law of Nature,

by which fair decisions can be made. Law derives

its association with official power. These two

ideas combined to make it possible for the Romans

to apply a kind of "international law" to the many

peoples in the Empire.)

Why was Roman law and administrative ability

important to the administration of the Empire?

(The Romans had to maintain the peace over a large

territory which included peoples of differing

religions and local customs. This necessitated

talents in management and coordination as well as

a flexible and "universal" system of laws that are

acceptable to all peoples.)
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

Reading and Small Group Discussion: "How Scholars Reigned"

page 66.

Wen students have /Lead the selection, divide them into

vamps and locus the discuszion on the liottowing questions:

What does the Chinese proverb quoted in the

reading mean?

"An empire can be conquered, but it cannot
be ruled from horseback."

(Students should understand that military force

can be used to defeat other rulers and their

people, but other means must be found to successfully

administer an empire.)

What is a civil service system?

(In this system, government jobs are obtained by

those who qualify after taking an examination.

This is different from systems in which a su'cessful

military general, a relative of the ruler, or a

political supporter receives a government appointment.)

Why was the Chinese civil service system important

to the administration of the Chinese empire?

(Scholar-bureaucrats were placed in government

positions. These men valued social harmony,

stability, tradition and custom. They were able to

keep complex records and knew the laws of the land.)

Who was Confucius? What was Confucian philosophy?

(This might he a research project for interested

students, or the class can use resources at hand

to find an answer to the question.)
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

LESSON PLAN #2

TEACHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

FEUDALISM

The notable feature of feudalism was its mutual or reciprocal

character. In this it differed from the old Roman imperial

principle, by which the emperor had been a majestic and all-

powerful sovereign. Under feudalism no one was sovereign.

King and people, lord and vassal, were joined in a kind of

contract. Each owed something to the other. If one defaulted,

the obligation ceased. If a vassal refused his due services,

the king had the right to enforce compliance. If the king violated

the rights of the vassal, the vassals could join together against

him. The king was supposed to act with the advice of the vassals,

who formed his council or court. If the vassals believed

the king to be exceeding his lawful powers, they could impose

terms upon him. It was out of this mutual or contractual

character of feudalism that ideas of constitutional government

later developed.

Feudalism applied in the strict sense only to the military or

noble class. Below the feudal world lay the vast mass of the

peasantry. Here, in the village, the lowliest vassal of a

higher noble was lord over his own subjects. The village, with

its people and surrounding farmlands, constituted a "manor", the

estate of a lord. In the eleventh century most people of the

manor were serfs. They were "bound to the soil" in that they

could not leave the manor without the lord's permission. Few

wanted to leave anyway, at a time when the world beyond the

village was unknown and dangerous, and filled at best only with

other similar manors in which opportunities were no lifferent.

The lord, for his part, could not expropriate the villagers or

drive them away. He owed them protection and the administration

of justice. They in turn worked his fi?.1ds, and gave him part

of the produce of their own. No money changed hands, because

there was virtually no money in circulation. The manorial

system was the agricultural base on which a ruling class was

supported.

Source: R. R. Palmer, Joel Colton, A History of the Modern World,
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1971), p. 26.
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

Lesson Plan #Z

TITLE: THE RISE OF THE NATION-STATE

PURPOSE

This lesson will help students understand the changing political

climate in Europe which gave rise to a new entity - the nation

or state. Naticnal sovereignty also gave rise to new developments

in international law, as philosophers and statesmen tried to

find ways to maintain peace among the new powerful nation-states.

The introductory reading shows the building of nations in Europe,

using Henry II in England as an example. This is followed by an

activity in which students are introduced to the idea of

natural law. A case study concludes the lesson, illustrating

how the famous Dutch lawyer, Hugo Grotius, developed the doctrine

of freedom of the seas.

MATERIALS

1.) "The Development of Nations". Source: T. Walter Wallbank,
History and Life, (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1980), pp. 331-332, 334.

2.) "Sovereignty".

3.) "Hugo Grotius and the Search For International Laws".

4.) "Analyzing A Pistorical Document: Freedom of the Seas".
Source: Helen Garvey, National Catholic Education Association,
and Eric Scott, San Gabriel High School, Who Owns the Seas,
(Berkeley: NCEA Peace Studies Program, 1975.)

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Lecture: There are four important concepts introduced in

this lesson: feudalism, the nation-state, sovereignty,

and natural law. Present a lecture highlighting those

concepts, using the following background material.



NATION AND NATION-STATE: The introductory reading lists three

characteristics of the nation-state: 1.) its central government

is strong enough to defend itself against enemies; 2.) a nation's

peopl' are set off from neighboring groups by language, religion,

traditions, and way of life; 3.) the people are loyal and proud

of the group; this feeling is caned nationalism or patriotism.

The concept of a "nation-state" is a relatively new idea.

For us, "nation" and "state" seem interchangeable.
But this is, in fact, quite a new concept. If we
had been discus--ing the matter in the sixteenth
century, we should not have mentioned the word
"nation- state ". Certainly, we should have talked
about "the state", but we should have been referring
only to the center of political authority...the power
itself migi. 'e exercised by a dynasty, or by a
conqueror, or a free city, or the Pope himself.*

Although these two terms nation and state are thus used

interchangeably in most textbooks, you may wish to call the

students' attention to the fact that "state" refers to a

political unit into which people have coalesced and "nation"

refers to a group of people who feel a sense of common identity.

During the past century, peoples sharing a sense of national

identity or "nationalism" have often attemyted to become

self-governing, sovereign political units. The term "nation-state"

is often used to refer to sovereign political units comprised

of citizens sharing a common sense of national identity.

SOVEREIGNTY: This concept is defined in the reading by Jean Bodin

(1530-1596). "Each state is legally equal to all others and

there is no higher authority than the state." Whether tha:. state

is a dictatorship or a democracy, its 7overnment exercises the

final power it can impose polici'cs aLd achieve its will.

Citizens owe total loyalty to their state, not some higher power.

*Barbara Ward, Five Ideas That Change the World, New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, 1959, p. 18.



NATURAL LAW: The notion of "laws of nature" was a Roman idea.

It held that what ties all people together is their minds,

their ability to reason. Using reason, an ability given by

nature, people could comprehend universal laws that would be

valid for all people and for all times. Also see Teacher Overview

pages 86-88, 98.

Reading and Discussion: "The Development of Nations", page 67.
Re6e4 students to: "The Devetopment o6 Nations". A6ten

students have compLeted the 'Leading, Lead a class discussion

lioeusing on the tie o6 nationatism.

Discussion Questions:

What was the feudal system in Europe?

Why did the feudal system grow weaker?

(The many separate governments of the lords and

vassals did not help trade or travel. Larger units

of government could provide common laws, money and

offer protection of people and property.)

What kind of political organization replaced the
feudal system?

(Bigger, stronger units called nations or states.)

What are the characteristics of a nation? How is

it different from an empire?

(See Concept Building for the definition of natior.

Nations differ from empires in that the people share

a common culture and have a sense of loyalty to

the nation. Empires encompassed vast areas made up

of many conquered people who varied in religion,

race, lifestyle, etc.)
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How did Henry II use the law to help him unify

England into one nation?

(The royal or national law was fairer and better

run than the other kinds of law. Custom and court

decisions accumulated into a body of common law.

Traveling judges helped to create this common law

by combining legal opinions from the royal court

with local legal customs.)

How has the American legal system been influenced

by the reign of Henry II?

(Colonialists brought common law ideas with them

to America; circuit courts, in which a judge has

an assigned territory in which he tours, also

became a part of the American legal system.)
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DEVELOPMENT

1. Small Group Work (See page 67)

Divide .thL ctass into smatt 0oups on. into pa 44 o6 students.

ReSet eadismattgitoup to the seeectton entated "SOVEREIGNTY"

and have them quietty /Lead this shoat piece. Then ask each

2/Loup to bitainsto4m togethen, advantaged and di4advantage4

o6 a system o6 nationat sovetLeignty. They should think

about the empire and the feudal system when they think of

the benefits as well as the problems national sovereignty

would cause. Each group should make a list of the strengths

and weaknesses of such a system. Have them write their

ideas in chart form:

NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY

Strengths of the System Weaknesses of the System

2. Reading and Discussion

Begin a chaitt on the chathboa4d, u4ing cont4ibutions 6tom

each smatt gltoup. Encourage the students to speculate on

what could happen with this system of world order. Would

there be more or less warfare than would exist under

an empire?

Rebel students to the seUction "Hugo aotiu4 and the SeaAch 604 Inta-

nattonat Lae, on page 68, expeabi to the students that phitosophets

struggled with the various problems that they have identified
in their charts. One of those thinkers was Grotius, known

as the father of international law. Attow time in ctass 60t

th.Ls teadag, Oh assign it 6o4 homewonk. The next day's

lesson will be based on the ideas of Grotius.



APPLICATION

1. Individual Work: "Analyzing An Historical Document", p. 68.

Re6eA students to Gaotius' doctaine o6 "Faeedom o6

the Seas". Ask each student to aewaite this Zegat. doctAine

in his Oh hen own won.ds and expZain how Gaotias has taied

to solve one o6 the paobt.ems caused by national soveaeignty.

2. Discussion

Ask seveAat. students to Aead theiA expZanation o6 Gaotius.

ReView the idea of "natural law" and why it became important

at this time in history.



PERSPECTIVE IV

Lesson Plan #3

Background : formation

STATES AND NATIONS

Before 1860 there were two prominent nation-states -- Great

Britain and France . . . The characteristic political

organizations were small states comprising fragments of a

nation, such as were strewn across the middle of Europe --

Hanover, Baden, Sardinia, Tuzcany, or the Two Sicilies --

and large sprawling empires made up of all sorts of peoples,

distantly ruled from above by dynasties and bureaucracies,

such as the Romanov, Habsburg and Ottoman domains.

Since 1860 or 1870, a nation-state system has prevailed . .

A nation-state may be thought of as one in which supreme

political authority somehow rests upon and represents the will

and feeling of its inhabitants. The people must basically

will and feel something in common. They must sense that they
belong that they are members of a community, participating

somehow in a common life; that the government is their govern-

ment, and that outsiders are "foreign". A nation may also possess

a belief in common descent or racial origin (however mistaken),

or a sense of a common external menace.

In the nineteenth century governments found that they could not

effectively rule, or develop the full powers of state, except

by enlisting this sense of membership and support among their
subjects. The consolidation of large nation-states had two

distinguishable phases. Territorially, it meant the union of

preexisting smaller states. Morally and psychologically it

meant the creation of new ties between government and governed,

the admission of new segments of the population to political
life . . . National consolidation favored constitutional

progress.1

1R.R. Palmer and J. Colton, "Nation-States", from A History of
the Modern World, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1971),
pp. 557-559.
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

Lesson Plan #3

TITLE: THE CONCERT OF EUROPE

PURPOSE

This lesson will help students understand the idea of balance

of power as it functioned in Europe during the 19th century

The lesson begins with a reading on the Concert of Europe in

which European powers tried to organize peaceful relations

among themselves. Then students WO/K in small groups to analyze

an international conference in which the African continent was

divided among the major European powers.

The second reading, "Exploiting a Continent by Gentleman's

Agreement", raises the problem of international law as the

law of the strong, in this case, Western Europe, and its impact

on the weak, th,1 many cultures of the 19th century Africa.

The cooperation at Bismarck's conference in Berlin among the

Europeans brought peace in Europe and established some important

principles of international law.

The lesson concludes with an individual assignment in which

students write an essay from the point of view of international

lawyers representing the interests of African peoples.

MATERIALS

1.) "The Concert that Brought a Century of Peace". Source:
D. W. Oliver and F. M. Newmann, Organizations Among
Nations, Public Issues Series/Harvard Social Studies
Project, (Middleton, Connecticut: Xerox Corporation,
1970), pp. 7-9.

2.) "Exploiting a Continent By Gentleman's Agreement".
Source: D. W. Oliver and F. M. Newmann, Diplomacy and
International Law, Public Issues Series/ Harvard
Social Studies Project, (Middletown, Connecticut:
Xerox Corporation, 1970), pp. 7-10.

3.) Worksheet: "Exploiting a Continent..."
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

In this lesson, students will be introduced to a model of

international order, balance of power. In this model, there

is no central peacekeeping institution, but a series of fluid

alliances. If one alliance becomes too strong, a nation might

join another alliance system t,- balance the division of power.

Student reading: "The Concert that Brought a Century of Peace"

introduces the concept of the following paragraph:

Britain played a key role by switching its power
from one alliance to another, or from one place
to another, as soon as one or more nations became
too powerful. This system of discouraging large-
scale war was called the balance of power. It
differed from the empire system, in which a single
conqueror tried to keep the peace. It also differed
from the anarchical situation where no country went
out of its way ,.o try to keep peace.

Reading and Discussion: "The Concert that Brought a Century of Peace"

Have ztudentz /Lead "The ConceAt that Mought a Centuny o6 Peace",

on page's 69-70. A6tex 'students have /Lead the cut-tate, .dead a

ctazs dacuzzion 6ocuzing on the natu/ce o6 the Concept o6 EuAope

and the concept oi the batance o6 powers. (See pages 88-103)

Discussion Questions:

Who were the major European powers in 1815?

(Look at the map of Europe during this period.

Point out France, Britain, Russia, Austria and

Prussia.)

Why did the leaders of Europe decide to form a

Concert after the Napoleonic Wars?

(Students should recall that it was designed to

try to avoid costly wars.)
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s.

How were the members of the Concert going to make

decisions and enforce them?

(By calling conferences and contributing military

forces.)

Why did the Concert succeed in keeping peace for

nearly a century?

(Students should understand that the system worked

because the strengths of the major nations were

evenly balanced, and no one nation or group could

conquer the rest.)

Why was this political situation called a balance

of power?

(Because if one nation or group of nations got too

powerful, other nations cculd form an effective

counter alliance.)

How does "a balance of power system" differ from

an Empire System?

(Students should understand that with a balance f-f

power system no one conquerer or nation kept the

peace, but instead it was accomplished by all the

countries together.)

What international organizations were formed during

this time? Were these organizations successful? Why?

(Functional organizations such as the Telegraphic

Union, the International Bureau of Weights and

Measures, and the International Postal Union were

designed to deal with specific problems on an

ongoing basis.)

What are some examples of international law created
by the Concert?

(Students might identify: 1.) the Hague conventions

on the conduct of war; 2.) the development of the

Court of Arbitration to help settle disputes.)
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DEVELOPMENT

1. Reading and Small Group Work: "Exploiting a Continent By
Gentleman's Agreement",
pages70-71.

Have ztudentz tead "Exptoiting a Continent By Genttemantz

Agreement ". Atitet ztudentz have tead the attiete, divide

them into zmatt gtoupz oti tiive to zeven ztudentz. Di4-

tnibute the wotkzheet. Each student should complete the

worksheet with the help of the small group. (See page

72)

2. Large Group Discussion

Atitet the ztudentz have tiinizhed the wotkzheeta, cottect them

and neview the anzwetz. (For the wotiazheet anzwetz zee pp. 108-9j

Begin the Lange group dizcuzzion by neading again thi4

panagtaph tinom the anticte:

"Simultaneously", said one diplomat, "we have served
the cause of religion, of peace, of humanity, and
enlarged the domain of public international law."

Ask the class if they agree with this statement made by one

of the European diplomats at the conclusion of the conference.

Encourage students to express their viewpoints, and to clarify

the reasons and values underlying their views.

APPLICATION

Individual Work: Writing an Essay

Explain to the students that they will now explore what might

have happened at Bismarck's Berlin Conference if there had been

some international legal mechanism by which the African tribes

could present their side of the case.

Have ztudentz imagine that they ate "intetnationat tawyetz"

teptezenting the intetezts oti the Atitican peopte at the

Eutopean/Atinican contienenee. Have them devetop a memo in

which they abate theit pozition concenning the diviAion oti

Atitiea by the Eutopean powetz.
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EXPLOITING A CONTINENT BY GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT

WORKSHEET ANSWERS

Who did Henry Stanley represent in Africa?

(Students should recall that it was the

King of Belgium)

What was the purpose of Stanley's third operation?

(Students should recall that he went into areas

previously unexplored by Europeans to establish

trading area, negotiate with African chiefs and

claim land.)

How did Stanley proceed when his expedition reached

a favorable location?

(Students should recall that he carved out a

trading post, used trade goods for bargaining, and

negotiated a final treaty.)

Do you think the African chiefs understood the

significance of the treaties they signed? Why?

(Students will probably conclude that given the

cultural differences between Stanley and the chiefs

in terms of ideas about land and agreements the

chiefs did not understand.)

Do you think the methods Stanley used were fair?

Why?

(Students should state and support their opinions.)

How did the other European powers react to Stanley's

expedition? Which countries were involved?

(Britain, France, Germany, Spain and Portugal all

began scrambling and competing for land and

trading rights in Africa.)
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How did the Europeans resolve their differences?

(Students should recall that representatives of the

various nations attended a conference in Berlin at

the invitation of Bismarck to consider the question

of Africa.)

What agreements and rules came out of the conference?

1.) Free navigation of African waterways; 2.)

the division of African territorie, among the

Europeans.)

What complaints did the other representatives have

to Stanley's treaties?

(That the treaties were made merely to explore the

areas, and the authority of the chiefs who signed

were taken for granted.)

How did Stanley defend the validity of the treaties?

Do vou think the African chiefs understood the

Western legal ideas of "free will", "without

coercion", "substantial consideration", "conditions",

"sovereignty", and "ownership"? Why or why not?
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

Lesson Plan #4

TITLE: COLLECTIVE SECURITY: THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

PURPOSE

This lesson will help students understand how collective security

functioned as a system to maintain international order. After

a teacher-directed lesson in which the concept is explained in

the context of the League of Nations, students will read a case

study of the Ethiopia Crisis (1934-1936). The Ethiopian case

illustrates the interplay between the ideal of collective action

against an aggressor, in this case Italy, and the reality of

the political climate in which Hitler is growing in power.

MATERIALS

"The Ethiopia Crisis, 1934-36". Source: Jack R. Fraenkel,
Margaret Carter and Betty Rearden, Peacekeeping in series
Perspectives in World Order, (New York: Random House, Inc.,
1973), pp. 29-34.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILLING

This lesson introduces students to the concept of collective

security. This model of world order seeks to bring peace

among nations by confronting any aggressor with the power

of all of the others. Thus, anyone can be a potential enemy

against which the others will unite. This is different from

balance of power system because it is based on a rather stable,

fixed system in which territorial change is not allowed.
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Collective security as it functioned in tae League of

Nations allowed only a few of the nations of the world

to belong to the Council, and provided no armed forces

that could be used by the organization. The League

could recommend individual or collective actions to

settle disputes, but had no direct means to settle

conflicts.

1. Reading and Small Group Work: The Ethiopia Crisis,
pages 73-75.

Have 4tudent4 'Lead "The Ethiopia Chi4i4, 1934-36". In-

troduce the case by explaining that the Ethiopians

brought before the Council of the League of Nations a

charge of aggression against the Italians.

Divide the cta44 into 4rnatt voup4. Working in

small groups the students will have an opportunity

to examine the evidence against Italy and the early

actions of the Council. The reading ends with an

Italian victory and a declaration that .taly

intended to annex Ethiopia.

The problem each small group faces is what the

League should do next. Remind the groups of the

political realities of the moment. Hitler is re-

arming Germany and Mussolini pledges that he will

not fight Hitler unless the Ethiopian dispute is

settled to his satisfaction.
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Each 4matt gAoup 4houtd head the 4etection and an4weA

the Ottowing que4tion4 be6oAe dectdtng on the pAopeA

couA4e o6 action bon the League. You may wish to write

these questions on the chalkboard while students meet

in their groups to read the piece.

Small Group Discussion Questions:

1. What were the first actions taken by the Council

of the League of Nations against Italy?

(An embargo against Italy. Members of the League

should not send arms, make loans, or export certain

war related products to Italy, nor should they

import any Italian goods.)

2. What is an "embargo"? Why was an oil embargo

considered to be important?

(An embargo is a ban on trade, in this case,

trade with Italy. Italy imported almost all its

oil and oil was needed to keep up the war against

Ethiopia. However, the United States, Italy's

major oil supplier, was not a member of the League

and refused to stop selling oil to Italy.)

3. What international laws were broken by Italy?

(Territorial aggression, use of poison gas.)

4. Why was Hitler important to the members of the

League?

(Fe was threatenLig European territorial security.)

5. After Italy declared that it was annexing Ethiopia,

what options did the League have?

6. What do you think the League should have done next?

For what reasons?
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2. Teacher-Directed Class Discussion

Alitex the 4mat gn.oup4 have met and /Leached a deciAion,

a4k a xepxe4entative each gn.oup to itepoxt theix

deciAion and xea4on4 to the cta44.

Then xepoxt to the cta44 the action4 that the League

actuatty took and the option4 that wexe conAidexed.

(See betow.) Ask the students for their reactions to

the League's decision that all sanctions should be dropped.

* * *

Information for Teacher-Directed Discussion

THREE CHOICES of action were considered by the League:

To recognize the annexation as an accomplished

fact and lift its sanctions against Italy.

To continue to enforce sanctions until Italy,

humbled, agreed to a settlement within the

framework of the League Covenant.

To take some drastic measure, such as closing

the Suez Canal, in order to bring Italy to terms.

During the month between Council meetings, the nations

pondered these alternatives. None was enthusiastic about

the third. Some objected to continuing the sanctions, which

had neither prevented war nor succeeded in stopping it.

All seemed in awe of Mussolini. To antagonize the Italian

leader would be, in the words of Neville Chamberlain of

England, "the very midsummer of madness". If Mussolini

could be pacified, all the nations of the League would

be able to concern themselves with that greater danger,

Hitler.



The League looked to Britain for leadership. Britain

decided on June 18, to recommend that sanctions be

dropped. The Council reconvened on June 30.

Italy sent not a representative but a note. This

message was the report of progress in "civilizing Ethiopia".

Haile Selassie was present to hear it.

SELASSIE took the floor and described the horrors that

Ethicpia had endured and then went on to warn:

"It is not merely a question of the settlement

of Italian aggression [that is at stake in the

League's decision]. It is collective security;

it is the very existence of the League of Nations."

"It is the confidence that each State is to place

in...treaties. It is the value of promises made

to small States that their integrity [boundaries]

and their independence shall be respected...In a

word it is international morality that is at stake..."
His warning went unheeded. Four days later the Assembly

of the League of Nations voted to end all measures it

had taken to defend Ethiopia.

*

You may also wish to raise the following questions during
your discussion.

*

What actions did the League of Nations finally

take in response to Ethiopia's request for help?

Were these actions strong enough to affect the

situation significantly? Should the League have

mobilized a police force and sent it to the aid

of Ethiopia?



(The League's only actor was the 4-point embargo.

Without an oil embargo the action was not enough

to stop Mussolini.)

One of Italy's arguments for going into Ethiopia

was the charge that Ethiopia was still an

uncivilized nation for example, it still

practiced slavery. Was Italy or Ethiopia the

more decent nation? How relevant is a nation's

"level of civilization" in deciding whether its

public policies are justified?

Would you subscribe to the general principle

that if powerful nations ensure their own citizens

healthful and humane treatment, they have an

obligation to spread this treatment to people

in other nations? If you agree with the principle,

would you place any limitations on the ways you

would use to carry it out? (For example, would

you allow the more humane nation to use military

force for any purpose than self-defense?)

After World War II, the United States occupied

Japan for ten years. During this period of time,

many Japanese institutions including those for

government and education were seriously transformed.

To what extent was the United States justified in

attempting to make Japan into a more egalitarian,

more just or fair, and more peaceful nation

through outright occupation? How is this similar

to or different from Italy's goals and actions

in Ethiopia?
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During the Ethiopian crisis, English leaders

feared that Hitler would try to conquer Europe.

They recalled that World War I had killed

hundreds of their young men. They feared that

another world war would leave them under the

control of Nazis or else would drain their

resources so that they would lose their leading

role in world affairs. Hitler, not Mussolini,

they reasoned, was the major danger.

The strategy of the English was to encourage

Mussolini's opposition to Hitler by not taking

strong measures against Italy in Ethiopia.

Suppose this strategy had worked. Suppose that

World War II had been avoided by English, French,

Russian and Italian troops stopping Hitler's

first military moves. Suppose Hitler had been

assassinated, the Nazis had eventually lost power,

and Britain had remained a highly powerful nation.

In other words, what was more important saving

Ethiopia and risking a major war or sacrificing

her in the hope of preventing war? In view of

these circumstances, was England justified in

not leading the League into taking strong measures

against Italy?
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PERSPECTIVE IV: WORLD ORDER

Lesson Plan #5

TITLE: A NEW WORLD ORDER

PURPOSE

This lesson focuses on the future and the possible systems

of world order that may govern our world. Five hypothetical

models are introduced in the first activity, followed by a

discussion of one of the models, a centralized world government.

The lesson concludes with an essay assignment in which students

describe a world order system that they favor and the goals

that they think such a system could achieve.

MATERIALS

1.) "Analyzing Five World Political Organizations", Source:
Byron G. Massialas and Jack Zevin, World Order in series
World History Through Inquiry, (Chicago: Rand McNally and
Company, 1971), p. 53.

2.) "Resolving Crises", Massialas and Zevin, p. 54.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Reading in Small Groups: "Analyzing Five World Political Organizations"

In this activity, students will examine possible models for

organizing the world in the near and more distant future.

Have 'students !Lead the zeteetion "Anatyzing Five Wontd Potiticat

Onganizatione. It may be beneficial to read the characteris-

tics of each model aloud and before breaking into small groups.

Explain to students that what they see are five hypothetical

models for organizing law,.government, and economics. (See

page 76)
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Re OA "Rezotving CA2.6e4", page 11. Divide the ctazz into zix gitoupz
and make the ottowing azzignmentz:

Group 1 Resolve crisis #1

Group 2 Resolve crisis #2

Group 3 Resolve crisis #3

Group 4 Resolve crisis #4

Group S Answer general questions 1-3

Group 6 Answer general questions 4-6

After the groups have had sufficient time to record their answers,

ask one student from each group to explain that group's

assignment and conclusions to the class.

APPLICATION

Individual Work: Writing an Essay on a Model of World Order
Review some of the models of world order historical and
hypothetical that they have been studying. Discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of each system.

Ask each student to wnite an ezzay in which they exptain a

system that they 6avon, and which wowed pnovide Son the
Acootution o6 intennationat congict. Consider as a class
some of the goals that might be important to such a system:

Economic Justice
Peace
Political Justice
Political Stability

Protection of human life
Protection of the global system
Territorial integrity
Use of the law to resolve disputes
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PERSPECTIVE V: CONFLICT

INTRODUCTION

Nothing is more inevitable than conflict. Life is filled with it-

in homes, in communities, and in national politics. Just as conflict
arises among individuals with different interests and beliefs, con-
flicts also arise between and among actors in the international

scene. Some disputes are minor and arise out of the day-to-day
business of international affairs: Who is violating an international
contract? What damages are owed for the accidental destruction of
a cargo vessel? Who controls the fishing rights in a particular
area of the sea? Many such conflicts are settled peacefully with
the normal give and take of all human and business relations. Yet,

when conflicts are not resolved and when they involve nation-states,

they can lead to blood and destructive wars.

Even before the advent of nuclear weapons, war had become so terr-
ible as to counsel the search for almost any alternative in settling
disputes. With the development of the hydrogen bomb and effective

delivery systems, the avoidance of total war took on an added sign-

ificance; we were no longer merely trying to avoid destruction, we
were trying to avoid annihilation. As a result, the search for eff-

ective methods for managing international conflict has become the
most critical human priority.

In spite of the logic of this new reality, there seems to exist in
the fiber of humanity a countertendency. We have relied on warriors

too long to completely forswear their methods. We bridle at world
conditions beyond our normal power to control and seek solutions

through greater defense expenditures, more sophisticated arms, and
more effective military strategies. The madness of the debase over
'first strike capability' and launch on warning somehow gets lost
in a barrage of technical terms and dispassionate statistics. Un-

thinkable questions such as, "can a nuclear war be won?"are thought
about.
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On a local level these issues are mirrored in debates over the

draft, government defense contracts, and television commericials

calling for "A Few Good Men". Given the pctential danger, can

our or any other country afford what amounts to national

machismo in international affairs?

In this perspective, we ask students to examine alternatives to

international coercion and war and to consider ways in which

international law might be used to minimize the destructiveness

they bring. Although alternatives have not always been successful

and new ones are needed, without them there is little hope for

the future.



PERSPECTIVE V: CONFLICT

OVERVIEW

In this perspective, we will explore some of the kinds of

conflict that arise between and among actors in the

international arena and some of the common methods employed

in resolving or minimizing conflict. In structuring these

materials, we have selected issues which have special

application to the world today and which presumably humanity

will face in the years to come. As such, this perspective

should appeal to teachers dealing with conte"porary problems,

recent United States History, Civics and Government. On

completing this perspective, we hope students will have a

better understanding of the options available for dealing

with international conflict, the strengths and weaknesses of

current methods, and the problems which face those who must

attempt to resolve the thorny disputes that often arise.

Specifically, students will come to understand that:

Conflict can arise from many sources ecological,

territorial, economic, ideological and political.

Conflict management strategies include negotiation,

mediation, arbitration, adjudication and coercion.

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

As a preliminary operation, students are asked to identify some

basic elements of an international conflict solution:

1.) the parties involved, what international actors are involved

in the conflict?; 2.) the source, what is the source of the

international conflict?



Parties could include nation-states or countries; international

governmental organizations, such as the U.N. or the O.A.S.;

international non-governmental organizations, such as
the Red Cross or Amnesty International; multi-national businesses,
such as United Trust; and individuals. Sources could include
political, economic, religious, territorial, ideological or
a combination of tension.

For example, in Gullivers Travels, Lilliput and Blefescu went
to war over how to crack an egg. The parties involved were the
countries of Lilliput and Blefescu. The source of the conflict
was ideological.

Naturally, not all international conflicts are so simple to
characterize. Multiple parties and multiple sources are
common. When students are analyzing such conflicts, the teacher
should point out the complexities and the difference of opinion
that arise over the true parties in interest and the true
source of the conflict. The most important aspect of the
exercise is to begin asking questions and not to find pat answers.

In situations where the source of a conflict is difficult to

isolate, it is often helpful to have students identify the

underlying values and interests of the parties involved.

These often take the form of contentions or beliefs about the
wrongdoing of the other party; are found in stated goals; or
are crowded in economic, political, religious, and/or
ideological terms.

INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Processes for the management of conflict include both what
might be called judicial and non-judicial means. Examples of
the latter include negotiation, the participation of third parties,
the use of commissions and investigative bodies and the
intervention of international organizations.
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Judicial examples include arbitration (i.e. settlement by

a third person group or body whose decisions are binding) and

actualadjudication (i.e. placing the matter before a recognized,

formal international court).

In these materials, students will concentrate on the techniques

of negotiations between countries, arbitration, intervention of

international organizations and adjudication.

INTERVENTION OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International Organizations such as the United Nations and the

Organization of American States have within their charters,

provisions for the peaceful resolution of conflicts. Typically,

these provisions empower the organization to save a fact finding

function concerning the dispute and mediation role between

the parties. In addition, international organizations can make

binding decisions and enforce them by use of the armed forces

provided by member states. This latter option has not been

consistently or widely used because of the difficulty in getting

political agreement among powerful signatories. International

organizations do have other enforcement options including

economic and political sanctions which can be used against

offending states. In addition, once an international body

has made a negative determination about an offending action

of a state, the force of world opinion may persuade compliance.

Questions remain under international law about whether

international organizations have the authority to intervene

against non-members. Although, provisions exist in the U.N. charter

giving it the authority to act against non-members if peace is

threatened, their legal validity has never been satisfactorily

determined.
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COERCION

Coercion (the use or threatened use of armed force) remains

an often used method for resolving international conflicts.
{ears, "police actions", border skirmishes, and saber rattling
have plagued this and previous centuries. Attempts to "outlaw

war as an instrument of national policy" have fallen on deaf
ears or have bogged down in definitional disputes about who
is an aggressor and who is merely acting in legitimate self
defense.

In these materials, we focus on international attempts through
law to limit the destructiveness of war. Provisions in

numerou., international agreements define war crimes and crimes
against humanity; put limits on the kinds of weapons used in

war; seek to protect civilian populations during armed conflict,
proscribe genocide, and establish standards for the treatment
of persons of war. Perhaps, the most notable application of
international law is this area came after World War II with

the Nuremberg Tribunal. Similar trials were held by the

Supreme Allied command in Japan. In spite of criticism that

such actors represented little more than prosecution of the
vanquished by the victors, they did establish the principle

of individual accountability for acts committed during war.

The law created as a result has been cited in subsequent cases
and serves as a potent warning that a persons' conduct during

war is not protected merely because he or she was following
state policy. Whether the sanctions of a higher authority,

the laws of a corporate humanity, will deter conduct in future
wars is open to question.
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LESSON PLAN DESCRIPTION AND INFUSION KEY

Lesson Plan 1: An Introduction to International Conflict

This lesson plan introduces the perspective by examining the

diverse nature of international conflict. In so doing, students

will learn to identify some of the sources and opposing Fides

of international conflict. (Latin American studies, Geography,

and current events) pp. 126 -130

Lesson Plan 2: Negotiation and Arbitration

In this lesson plan, students explore the role of negotiation

and arbitration in a simulation based on the peaceful resolution

of a hypothetical, territorial dispute between the United States

and Canada. (U.S. government, Geography and International Relations)

pp. 131-140

Lesson Plan 3: Resolving International Conflicts Adjudication

With this lesson plan, students are introduced to adjudication as

another method for resolving international conflict. In so doing,

the students will explore the limits and potential of courts

operating in the international domain. (International Relations,

World History and Geography) pp. 141-149

Lesson Plan 4: When Conflict Turns to War

In this lesson plan, students explore the consequences of the

failure of international attempts to peacefully resolve conflict,

and the role of international law in limiting the impact of war

once it has erupted. In so doing, students explore both

historical and modern attempts to eli.inate and establish limits

for war, including the U.S. military trial of Captain William

Calley for war crimes. (U.S. History, U.S. Government and

International Relations) pp. 150-154
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PERSPECTIVE CuNFLICT

LESSON PLAN # 1

TITLE: AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS

PURPOSE:

This lesson pla1 introduces the perspective by examining the diverse nature

of international conflict. In so doing, students will learn to identify

some of the sources and opposing sides of international conflict. In

the first segment, through an activity and discussion, students will

learn to view conflict in terms of opposing interests in regards to a

particular issue or situation. In the second segment, through the use

of a case study, students will practice identifying the source and

opposing values and interests of South American political conflict.

MATERIALS

"Headlines", Source: Kenneth A. Switzer and Charlotte A. Zedden,
Teaching About Diversity: Latin America ( Denver: Center for
Teaching International Relations, 1978) p. 143.

2. "A Soccer War Is Appealed to the OAS.", Source: Donald W. Oliver,
Fred M. Newman, Organization Among Nations, in series Harvard Social
Studies Project, ed. Richard W. Fogg (Middletown, Conn: Xerox Corp-
oration, I9707pp. 46-51.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

ACTIVITY AND DISCUSSION: Recognizing Conflict

Begin the activit' with a brief introduction that covers the following

points:

Conflict is a universal human experience. It often occurs in inter-

actions between individuals, between individuals and groups, between

groups and society, and between nations. Conflict can have both

positive and negative outcomes. It can lead to a lessening of ten-

sion and permanent resolution or to violence and even war. Conflict

arises when people, groups, or nations strongly oppose one another

over issues relating to such matters as economics, territory, pol-

itics, religion and ideas.
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Refer students to "Headlines", page 80 . As students study

the piece, put the following diagram (Fig. A) and list (Fig

B) on the chalkboard.

SIDES TO A CONFLICT (Fig. A)

VS.

COMMON SOURCES OF CONFLICT (Fig. B)

POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

RELIGIOUS

TERRITORIAL

IDEOLOGICAL

Conduct an activity in which students identify 1) conflict

situations, 2) the sides to the conflict, and 3) the source

rising the list on the chalkboard (opinions may vary as to

the source ,ind there can be more than one).

Begin by asking:

Which of these headlines describe or imply a conflict

situation?

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

For each conflict situation identif4ed ask:

What are the opposing sides to this conflict?

Using our list, what is the apparent source (or

sources) of the conflict?
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For each item, fill in the diagram on the chalkboard. Use the following

answers as a guide.

1. U.S. v. Panama

(territorial, political)

2. People favoring dictatorship v. People favoring democracy

(political)

3. Government of Uruguay v. individuals

(political, ideological)

4. pour classes v. wealthy classes

(economic, political)

5. poor classes v. wealthy classes

(economic, political)

6. poor classes v. wealthy classes

(economic, political)

7. People favoring dictatorship v. People favoring democracy

(political)

8. OPEC Ministers v. OPEC Ministers

(economic)
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

READING AND DISCUSSION

As students read "A Soccer War is Appealed to the OAS",

pp. 81-82, ask them to try and decide the source of the

conflict described. Lead a class discussion in which

students identify and consider the underlying interests and

values of the opposing sides of the conflict presented. Ask:

What are the opposing sides to the conflict?

(Honduras and El Savador.)

What was the apparent source(s) of the conflict?

(Students might suggest the soccer match, but should

be lead through questioning to a desciiption of the

deeper rooted political, economic and territorial

sources.)

What El Salvadoran interests were involved in the con-

flict?

(El Savador was densely populated. As a result, many

of its citizens immigrated to Honduras and were

discriminated against and displaced by Honduras' land

laws.)

What Honduran interests were involved in the conflict?

(Honduras was fearful of overcrowding. It wanted to

discourage immigration and preserve new lands for its

own citizens.)

What is OAS?

(A regional international organization made up of

natives of the Western Hemisphere designed to promote

stability, economic development, and prevent possible

foreign aggression.)
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How did the OAS act to bring an end to the fighting?

(It formed a "peace team", inspected both sides of

the border, consulted with Hondoran and El Salvadoran

officials and issued a call for an end to hostilities.)

e Why did the two countries agree to a cease-fire?

(Neither wanted to be labelled as aggressors which

would be subject to economic, travel and communications

sanctions.)

Did the cease-fire permanently resolve the conflict?

Why or why not?

(Probably not. The underlying sources of conflict

remained.)

How could the conflict be permanently resolved?

(Students should be encouraged to suggest methods

including, for example, a negotiated settlement

between the countries on the immigration and

political issues, arbitration by OAS or other

methods.)
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PERSPECTIVE #V

Lesson Plan #2

Background Information

NEGOTIATION AND ARBITRATION

Diplomatic negotiation and arbitration are among the most

time-honored of international conflict resolution techniques.

Both have served the function of preventing armed hostilities

from erupting or of limiting or ending hostilities once they

have begun. Both have been used to settle disputes ranging

from territorial to economic to political long before the

threat of violence was imminent.

Negotiation: There has always been a legal obligation to

attempt negotiation (international bargaining) before going

to war. In recent times, negotiations have been legally and

morally regarded as a necessary requirement before the use
of force. This is true even if the chance for success is
minimal. On a more practical side, negotiation also offers

nations an inexpensive means for avoiding a destructive war.

As such, diplomatic negotiations are invariably the first

method of conflict resolution tried and always precede

arbitration or other binding methods (see next section).

Traditionally, negotiations are carried out by the diplomatic

representatives of the nations and follow established

international protocol. However, with the advent of

instantaneous international communications, some observers

have pointed to decline in the importance o. the representative

nature of the process. Still, even if the head of state is

more directly involved the basic methods remain the same.

Compromise, world opinion, presentation and carefully chosen

language continue as important factors in the process.



If negotiations are successful, a treaty or international

agreement often results. These serve not only to resolve

the matter at hand, but also regulate future relations

between the nations involved.

Negotiations, of course, are not reserved for nation states.

Other actors, including multinational corporations, regional

governmental organizations, and subnational groups negotiate
thousands of agreements each year. In fact, negotiation is

a basic ingredient of almost every human interaction.

Imagine the domestic impact of negotiation was not practiced
by business people, politicians, lawyers and individuals.

Arbitration: Arbitration is sometimes called a judicial
method of conflict resolution. This is because it involves

settlement of disputes through a legal and formal process.

For arbitration to take place both parties have to agree
that: 1) a third -party will hear the dispute and 2) the

decision of the third-party will be binding on the parties.

Third-parties can be neutral nations, commissions made up
of representatives of various disinterested nations, or

technical experts, especially if the dispute is of a technical
nature.

Although arbitration is more formal than negotiation, it is

more flexible than an international court hearing (adjudication),
This is because the parties determine the choice of the third-

party makeup and parties agree in advance on the framework to
be employed in the decision. For example, in a fishing

dispute, the parties can agree that the decision is based on

customs between them rather than on established international

legal principles. These arguments are made in advance and

called treaties of arbitration.
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Unfortunately, the full potential of arbitration as a

conflict resolution technique has never been realized

in the international arena. Although, there are many

notable successes, the major problem of wider use seems

to the reluctance of parties to a conflict to submit to

the binding nature of arbitration.

Sources: Leo Gross, ed. International Law in the Twentieth
Century, (New York: The American Society of
International Law, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1969).

Ahmed Sheikh, International Law and National
Behavior, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1976).
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PERSPECTIVE #V: CONFLICT

Lesson Plan #2

TITLE: RESOLVING INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT: NEGOTIATION AND
ARBITRATION

PURPOSE

In this lesson students explore negotiation and arbitration

as mechanisms for peacefully resolving international crisis.

To accomplish this, the class will participate in a simulation

based on a hypothetical, territorial dispute between the

United States and Canada. In the first segment of a 3-day

format, students will be introduced to the concepts of

negotiation and arbitration and the hypothetical situation.

In the second segment, they will be assigned their roles and
begin preparations. In the final segment, students will

present their proposals and enter into direct negotiations.

MATERIALS

1.) "Point Roberts". S3urce: High School Geography Project,
Association of American Geographers, Geography in an
Urban Age: Political Geography, (New York: MacMillan
Publishing Company, Inc., 1979), pp. 49-51.

2.) The Point Roberts Gazette: Point Roberts Update,
B. Salzman, (Los Angeles, California: Constitutional
Rights Foundation, 1981).

3.) Canadian and U. S. Groups (list). B. Salzman, (Los
Angeles, California: Constitutional Rights Foundation,
1981).

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

1. Lecture and Discussion: Negotiation and Arbitration

Ptezent a Zectune bazed on mateniaa in the Teachers
Backgnound piece on p. 131. Thnough queAtioning maize Aute
AtudentA undeutand the 6unction o6 negotiation and
anbittation and the di66enence4 between them. Then aAk:
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Thinking of examples from newspapers, magazines

or television, what international negotiations

have been recently conducted? (Examples might

include S.A.L.T., Egyptian-Israeli, Common Market,

U.S.-Mexico, etc.)

What examples of negotiation can you think of in

your school or in the community? (Examples might

include discussions between student government and

the school administration, business negotiations

and collective bargaining)

What examples of the arbitration process can you

think of at school or in the community? (Examples

might include a referee at a sports event, labor

arbitration, and civil arbitration as an alternative

to a court trial)

2. Reading and Discussion:

Re6ex ztudentA to: "Point Robente page 83 and then to the
"Point Robentz Update",me4 83-84. Exptain that white
Point Robentz iz a keat U.S. town the dispute is 6ictitiouz.
Have the etazz /Lead "Point Robente 6inzt, then the "Update".
Lead a etazz discussion neviewing: the major. 6act6, the panties
(U.S. and Canada] and the zounce o6 con6tiet (texxitoxiat). In
addition ask:

What transpired at Point Roberts between the time

of the first and second articles? (The crisis

worsened; Canadian troops occupied the area)

What reasons might the U.S. (Canadian) government

have for and against ownership of Point Roberts?

(For: expansion of tax base, defense purpose,

natural resources. Against: increased demands

for public services and welfare base and threats

to good relations between the countries)
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What reasons might the citizens of each country

have for wanting their country to own Point Roberts?

(Preference for type of government, tax rates,

and national identity)

What impact might the dispute have on international

affairs? (It might damage the relationship of the

two courts, interfere with alliances such as NATO,

and provide propaganda for the Soviet Union and

others)

What will happen if the two sides cannot come to

a negotiated settlement? (The International

Border Commission will arbitrate the matter)
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DEVELOPMENT

Preparation for Simulation

Step 1: Divide the class into the liottowing six gkoups:

United States

Diplomats

Diplomatic Advisors

Point Roberts' Residents

Canada

Diplomats

Diplomatic Advisors

Point Roberts' Residents

A list of suggested roles for 30 students (15 U.S., 15 Canadian)

appears in "Canadian and U.S. Groups" p.84 . Reliastudent4 to the List

The spokesperson will moderate the discussion groups and

represent their groups in class discussion. The recorder will

take notes during group meetings so that the groups' opinion

will be accurately presented at different meetings. You may

also want to assign students to serve as moderator and a recorder

for the entire class activity. (These students cannot serve as

moderator or recorder in their discussion groups.)

Step 2: Exptain that each group must decide on a position
concekning the disprte based on the viewpoint o6 the
/totes assigned.

Remind the students that while all groups have their own

objectives in determining a solution, maintaining good relations

between the two countries is very important.

Step 3: Pace the liottowing negotiation schedute on the bcaltd
and nev -Lew it with the class.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Group meetings and development of group's position statement

National meetings to develop one national position

Diplomatic negotiations (talks between negotiating team)

National meetings to develop proposal for settlement

Final round of negotiations
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Step 4: (A) Hotd 9/Loup meeting/. You may wiol to circulate

among groups to monitor and stimulate discussion and

progress. (20 minutes)

Step 5: (8) Hotd nationat meetLng4. (15 minutes)
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APPLICATION

Negotiation Simulation

Step /: Betiote the class convenes, attange the liutnitute so
that 12 desks liace the test o the class as in the
liottowing diagtam:

U.S. Teem
Moderator &
Recorder Canadian Team

I11 1 I = 1:1 0 D Ei CI CI

Step 2: Otganize the class licit negotiation. Ask the negotiating
team, moderators and tecotdet to sit at the font o6 the
room. Tete the recorder to wtite the negotiating teems
conclusion on the chaaboatd. The moderator will serve

as parliamentarian and will also time the various

presentations.

Step 3: (C) Conduct Diptomatic Negotiations in which the two
nationat teams poesent and discuss the it position.

The moderator should make sure that each side has an

uninterrupted chance to state its position. After each

position has been stated, the moderator

should allow each side to react to the others position.

(10 minutes)

Step 4: (D) Had National Meetings don groups to develop a
proposal dot settlement. In discussing solutions the

groups should decide which of their goals are vital

and which can be expended by their negotiating team in

the interest of a peaceful settlement. If either

country mentions the possibility of a popular vote or

plebiscite to resolve the dispute, the following points

must be considered:
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a) How to phrase the question on the ballot?

b) Who will be allowed to vote (U.S. citizens only,

Point Roberts' citizens only, property owners

only, etc.)

c) When and where will the plebiscite take place?

d) Who will supervise the election and count the ballots?

Step 5: (E) Conduct Firat Negotiation4. The moderator should

give each team 3 minutes to present the proposal. Then

allow the teams 5 minutes to negotiate a final solution,

if possible. If no agreement is reached, announce that

the matter will be referred to the International Border

Commission for arbitration.

Step 6: Debnieliing. Lead a cta4A dizeuzzion Laing tne Ottowing
queztion4:

If a solution was reached:

Do you agree with the negotiated settlement?

Why or why not?

If no solution was reached:

Why do you think no solution was reached?

Do you think arbitration would be effective in

solving this dispute? Why or why not?
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PERSPECTIVE V: CONFLICT

Lesson Plan #3

TEACHER BACKGROUND: Adjudication

Domestically, throughout the world, adjudication is a common

form of dispute resolution. One might expect that courts and

judges would play an equally significant role in the inter-

national sphere. Indeed international courts and tribunals

have been in existence since the end of the nineteenth century,

but their full potential as arbitrators of conflicts among

nations have never been fully realized.

International courts tend to be of three, or a combination of,

three major types. First, there is the special jurisdiction

type such as the International Military Tribunal established

by the victorious allies after World War II. This court

was established to deal with a specific issue: war crimes.

Then there are regional courts founded by nations within a

particular area of interest. The Central American Court of

Justice was an early example established by a ten-year agree-

ment among Central American states. The present Court of

Justice of the European Communities (ECSC) is another

example. Finally, there are the truly global courts, an

idea initiated by the formation of the Permanent Court of

International Justice after World War I. Though established

at roughly the same time as the League of Nations, its

organization and authority were quite separate from the
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League. Nevertheless, World War II also sealed its fate.

Replacing it was the present International Court of Justice,

which is the official judicial branch of the United Nations.

It can try cases only between nations.

There is one major difference between adjudication and

arbitration. Adjudication refers to litigation before permanently

established courts of law. Justices are normally chosen for

long terms from among internationally recognized jurists.

As such, unlike arbitration, parties have a smaller say

about who will hear the case once jurisdiction to the court

has been granted,

The problems of the present mode of international jurisdiction

are two-fold: getting the case before the court in the first

place and enforing a decision. Since the decisions of

international courts are often theoretically binding, nations

often avoid its jurisdiction. This is a fact of life even

for those courts such as the International Court of Justice,

which have "compulsory" jurisdiction in some cases. Compulsory

jurisdiction still rests on the prior agreement and restrictions

of the nations participating. The United States, for example,

due to the Connally Amendment, excludes domestic disputes from

the Court's domain. Even if an international court gets

binding jurisdiction, through previous agreement, its decisions

are not always followed. The recent example of the International



Court of Justice opinion in the Iranian embassy seizing is a

case in point. As of yet, no reliable or on-going enforcement

mechanism exists for international courts.

Considering the political realities of the present global system

made up of sovereign states, a lack of consistency in enforcement

should not be too surprising. At present those arguing for an

expanded role for international courts must rely on the cooperation

of sovereign states to make use of and abide to the decisions

of world courts.

Gerald J. Mangone, The Elements of International Law, The Dorsey

Press, Homewood, Illinois, 1967.
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PERSPECTIVE V: CONFLICT

Lesson Plan #3

TITLE: Resolving International Conflicts: Adjudication

PURPOSE

With this lesson plan students are introduced to adjudication

as another method for resolving international conflict. In so

doing, the students will explore the limits and potential of

courts operating in the international domain. In the first

segment, through lecture and discussion students will be intro-

duced to the notion of international adjudication. In the second

segment, they will analyze a case study involving the European

Court of Justice's handling a trade dispute. In the third

segment, students will read a description of a conflict involving

apartheid in South West Africa and write an opinion on the case.

MATERIALS

1.) "Breaking International Trade Barriers". Source: D. W.
Oliver and F. M. Newmann, Diplomacy and International Law,
Public Issues Series/Harvard Social Studies Project,
(Middleton, Connecticut: Xerox Corporation, 1970),
pp. 21-24.

2.) "South Africa Faces the World Court". Source: D. W. Oliver
and F. M. Newmann, Di lomac and International Law, Public
Issues Series/Harvar Social Stu ies Project, Mi dletown,
Connecticut: Xerox Corporation, 1970), pp. 13-15.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Present a lecture on the materials contained in Teacher Back-

ground pp. 141-143. Through questioning make sure students:

understand the difference between adjudication and arbitration;
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can describe some of the current limits of international

adjudication; and can recall and describe two examples of inter-

national courts (e.g. the International Court of Justice and

the International Military Tribunal). Then ask:

What are some examples of adjudicatory bodies in the

United States?

(The U.S. and State Supreme Courts, federal and state

supreme courts, superior and municipal courts and small

claims courts).

What problems do international courts face that U.S. domestic

courts do not?

(Domestic courts can rely on the executive branch of

government to enforce their decisions; citizens are

required to submit to the authority of domestic courts if

they are sued or served with a criminal complaint).

Given the current limitations on international courts,

do you think they serve a useful role? Why?

What could be done to make international courts more effective?

How practical are these suggestions?

(Students might _uggest the establishment of a "truP world

government", or work to establish greater commitment to

their use by sovereign states).



DEVELOPMENT

Reading and Discussion: The European Court of Justice.

Have students read "Breaking International Trade Barriers"

on pp. 85-86. Tell students to pay particular attention

to the role of the Court of Justice in the European

Communities. Then ask:

What is the role of the European Court of Justice?

(To interpret the Treaty of Rome and adjust disputes

over its interpretation).

How are its decisions enforced?

(Individual governments and their national police forces

were bound by Treaty to carry out the decisions of the Court).

What was the nature of the dispute between Costen and UNEF?

(A trade dispute about the right to sell West German tape

recorders in France).

What did Costen claim? What did UNEF claim?

( Costen claimed UNEF was interfering with its rights under

a contract with the West German company. UNEF claimed the

contract was illegal under the Common Market Treaty which

prohibited restriction of competition).

How did the Court of Justice get the case?

(From appeal from the decision of the Common Market Commission).



e What did the Court decide?

(It upheld the decision of the commission giving the UNEF

the right to sell tape recorders).

Why do you think the European Court of Justice has been

effective in resolving disputes among Common Market

countries and their citizens?

(Students might point to the unique character of the

makeup of the Common Market in terms of common interests,

economic benefits and common history as factors which help

its Court overcome some of the problems relating to

sovereignty).
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APPLICATION

1. Reading and Discussion: The International Court of Justice
Have students read "South Africa Faces the World Court" on
pp. 86-88. Then lead a class discussion focusing on the role
of the world court in handling the dispute described. Ask:

What is apartheid? Where is it practiced?

(A system where races are strictly situated; in

South Africa and Southwest Africa which was ruled
by South Africa.)

How did South Africa come to rule Southwest Africa?

(It was granted rule under the Mandate System which

gave control of the previous German territory to

South Africa to prepare the area for independence.)

What court made the 1962 and 1966 decisions?

Who were the parties to the dispute?

(The International Court of Justice; Liberia and

Ethiopia versus South Africa.)

What claims did Liberia and Ethiopia make in the

second phase of the case?

(That South Africa had failed to promote the well-being

and progress of the Southwest African population and

that apartheid deprived the people of freedom and

human dignity.)

What was the Court's final decision? What reasons

were given?

(That Liberia and Ethiopia had no right to bring the

case in the first place because neither party was

affected by South Africa's mandate.)

4 Do you think the case should have been decided

"on the merits"? Why?

What affect could the Court's decision have on it's

credibility and effectiveness?

(Nations might consider the court to be ineffective

and decide not to bring disputes for its consideration.)
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2. Individual Writing Activity

Have students imagine that they are members of the

Internationa1 Court of Justice charged with writing

an opinion on the previous case. Students should

consider the following questions as they prepare

their opinions.

Do Liberia and Ethopia have a right to bring

the case to the court? Why or why not?

If so, should South Africa's mandate over

South-West Africa be ended? Why or why not?

If so, how should South-West Africa be governed?

a What effects might your decision have? On Africa?

On the world? On the reputation of the Court?

How will you make sure your decision is obeyed?
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PERSPECTIVE V: CONFLICT

LESSON PLAN #4

TITLE: When Conflict Turns to War...

PURPOSE

With the activities in this lesson plan, students explore

the consequences of the failure of international attempts

to peacefully resolve conflict and the role of int.er-

national law in limiting the impact of war once it has

erupted. In this lesson plan, students read about and

discuss historical attempts to eliminate and establish

limits for war. Then, in a two day format, they reenact

the trial of William Calley and consider national efforts

to assess responsibility for war crimes.

MATERIALS

1.) "Establishing the Limits of War". Source: D. W.

Oliver and F. M. Newmann, The Limits of War, Public

Issues Series/ Harvard Social Studies Project,

(Middletown, Connecticut: Xerox Corporation, 1970),

pp. 7-11.

2.) "My Lai". Source: B. Reardon, War Criminals, War

Victims, Crises in World Order Series (New York:

Random House, Inc., 1974) pp. 39-50. Printed

with the permission of: The Institute For World

Order, Inc., New York.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT BUILDING

Reading and Discussion: "The Problem of War"

Exptain to 4tudent4 that, in addition to peaceful methods

for the management of conflict, there exists another

which political scientists call coercion. Coercion refers

to the threat of and/or use of force. Internationally,

coercion often takes the form of, or leads to, armed

conflict and war. Then ask:

What wars (or international conflicts) have

taken place in your lifetime?

(Included might be Vietnam, Israeli-Arab,

India-Pakistan, Cambodia, Iraq and Iran,

Afghanistan.)

What wars (or international conflicts) have

taken place in the 20th Century?

(Addi,..ional examples might be the First and

Second World War, Korea, the Spanish Civil

War, the Boxer Rebellion, the Russo-Japanese

War, the Boer War, Chinese Civil War, Sino-

Japanese War, Russo-Finnish War, and the

Italian invasion of Ethiopia.)

Have 6tudent6 /Lead "E6tabti6hing the Limit6 o6 Wat".

pp. 90-92, and .dead c1.a46 di6cu66ion taing the

6ottowing que6tion4:

Discussion Questions:

What was the source of history's "earliest and

grertest wars"?

(Religion)
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What did scholars during the Middle Ages think
about war?

(That it could not be eliminated, but that it

could be restrained by "moral principles", that

there were moral reasons for war and justified
ways of fighting.)

What changes in the nature of warfare took place

after the Thirty Years War?

(Nationalism replaced religion as the major

source of war.)

What were the total human casualties during
World War I?

(Twenty million killed, twenty million wounded.)

What are some other consequences of modern

warfare?

(Massive destruction of property, displacement

of peoples, destruction of entire nations.)

What was the Kellogg-Briand Pact? Was it

successful? Why not?

(A pact was signed by 63 naticns in 1928

renouncing war as an instrument of policy in

their relations with one another. Since other

major wars followed it was clearly not

successful.)

What were the Hague Conventions?

(A series of agreements dealing with the

declaration of war, its conduct, and the

treatment of prisoners and civilians.)
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What is the importance of the idea of "a war

of aggression"? What problems have arisen

concerning it?

(The victorious allies of World War II declared

wars of aggression to be "a supreme international

crime". Unfortunately, it has been a difficult

concept to define.

The Kellogg-Briand Pact, the Hague Conventions,

and the notion of "wars of aggression" are

attempts to end or control war through the use

of international law. What other examples are

cited in the article?

(The medieval notion of just/unjust wars, the

United Nations Charter, the Treaty of Versailles,

the trial of Nazi leaders at Nuremburg.)

DEVELOPMENT

1. Background Reading for Simulation: The U.S. Tries Its Own

Exptain that conflict management does not end when

violence and war begin. As they have seen, the body

of international law contains many treaties and

agreements outlining what are essentially rules for

minimizing the brutality and the extent of damage once

a conflict has turned into war. The job of monitoring'

global actors involved in armed conflicts often falls to

national governments either individually or in groups.

By treaties, such as the Hague Convention, they have the

responsibility to regulate the actions of their military

personnel who do the actual fighting.

Re6et students to "My Lai" pages 92-94, and Lead a

class discussion using the Ottowing questions:
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Discussion Questions:

Where is My Lai?

(Vietnam)

What is a "turkey shoot"?

Who was Ronald L. Ridenhour and why did he care

about My Lai?

(He had suspicion: that the stories of a massacre

might be correct.)

What was "Charlie" Company?

(The army unit that had attacked My Lai.)

Why did Ridenhour wait until he returned to the

United States before writing a letter about

My Lai?

(He feared for his security while still in

Vietnam.)

Who was First Lieutenant William L. Calley, Jr.?

What was he charged with? Under what code of

law?

(An officer of Charlie Company; murder of

civilians under the Uniform Code of Military

Justice.)

Huw did the U.S. population find out about the

My Lai case?

(Newspapers and T.V. news broke the story.)
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2, Preparation for Simulation

Step #1: Exptain to the crass that they ate going

to examine the ttiat o6 Wittiam F. Cattey,

by the U.S. mititaty, by teenacting a pottion

06 it.

Step #2: Select Out to seven students 6tom the crass

to pray the totes o6 Cattey (1-2), his de6ense

counsel (1-2), the ptosecutot (1-2), and the

nattatot (1). Divide the test o6 the crass

in hard. Explain that these two groups will

each represent the military court of officers

which heard and ruled upon Calley's case.

Step #3: Reset students to "The Rates" and "The Ttiar"
pag es 9 4-96 except Son "The. VeAdict" page. 96.

Step #4: Have students ptepate bon the simulation.

Students involved in the trial demonstration

should discuss the case, practice their lines

and presentation (although all should prepare,

only four student: will actually reenact the

trial excerpts). Students taking the role of

military tribunal members should read and discuss

"The Rules". In addition, they should think

about questions to ask the prosecution and

defense teams at the conclusion of the reenactment.
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APPLICATION

1. A Simulated Military Tribunal

Step #1: Navtaton, Cattey, hi6 de6en6e counset, and the

p4o6ecuton Ahoutd neenact the exempts &um the

Cattey tiat in the 6tont o6 the ctazzitoom.

Have the two military court groups sit on

opposite sides of the classroom. When the

reenactment is completed, permit members of

the two courts to ask questions of the

participant teams.

Step #2: Adjounn the two count panet6 to decide upon a

vendict in the Cattey ca6e. (Note that in the

real trial there would have been several days

of testimony and months of preparation.) They

should base their verdict upon the specific

points outlined in the U.S. Army Field Manual

(The Rules).

Step #3: Each o6 the twc gicoup6 Ahoutd Aetect a

6pokeApen6on who witt pnezent the gnoup'4

vendict and di6 CU66 the point6 in the mititany

codu upon which they ba6ed thein deciAion.

2. Debriefing

Have 6tudent6 /Lead and diACU66 "The Vendict, p. 96.

ti6e the que6tion6 .included to debnie6 the activity.
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